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ABSTRACT
College students' attitudes toward the femininity and acceptability of
female sport participation were investigated. Subjects viewed 18 color
slides depicting l'lethenyrs (L965) concepts of striking and honstriking
sport movements (i.e., softball skills) as they related tb her assumptions
of "femininity" and "acceptability." The subjects were 120 undergraduate
students enrolled in Ithaca Col1ege, Ithaca, New York, who were classified
according to gender and athletic affiliation. These classifications
yielded 20 female athletes, 20 male athletes, 20 female activity-oriented
individuals, 20 male activity-oriented individuals, 20 female nonathletes,
and 20 malerndnathletes. Subjects were randomly assigned to each standard,
i.e., femininity and acceptability. Since the testing'instnrment was
especially designeil for thiS investigation, te3t-'retest reliability was
calculated for the femininity standard (. = .gS) and the acceptability
standard (r = .94). Subjects' striking slide choices were classified into
four categories: high, high-medium, low-medium, and Iow. These categories
described subjectsr attitudes toward womenrs softball behavior. Chi-square
analyses were used to assess the relationship of attitudes toward womenrs
softball behavior and the independent variables of sex, athletic status,
and femininity,/acceptability standards. Nine of the 16 hypotheses reached
statistical significance. Differences were found in attitudes toward
women's softball behavior within the femininityr/acceptability standards
only among the females with the female athletes accounting for the greatest
statistical significance. Differences were found within femininity/
acceptability standards among the athletes but not among the activity-
oriented individuals and nonathletes. Differences were revealed between
the sexes in attitudes toward womenrs softball behavior. The greatest
statistical differences between the sexes occurred with the activily-
i
oriented individuals and the nonathletes. Significant differencesl between
i
male and female attitudes toward womenrs softball behavior occurre$ in
both femininity/acceptability st'andards. Further chi-square analyses
revealed no significant relationship between attitudes toward women's
softball behavior and the three divisions of athletic status. !4ethenyrs
(1965) theory of femininity in female sport participation was not upheld
because college students considered so-caIled unfeminine sport movements
to be acceptable athletic behavior for females. Females and'athletes
possessed'the most liberal attitudes when choosing what is considered a
more feminine or more acceptable athletic behavior for a female. Females
and males hetd different attitudes regarding what is considered feminine
and acceptable. Females exhibited more liberal attitudes, and males main-
tained traditional, conservative points of view. Lastly, it was concluded
that the activity-oriented individua-Is, who, possessed liberal attitudes
toward the female athlete, were indeed a separate athletic dimension that
has not been previou'sly researched.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
sport has been traditionally associated with masbulinity. con-
sequently, the more a male demonstrates his athletic prowess, the more
mascuLine he appears to society. In contrast, sport has not been per-
ceived aS an area that would enhance a female's gender association.
Perceptions and attitudes toward women in sport have often been colored
by the tradit\onal concept of sex roles and femininity (Fisher, Genovese,
Morris, & t4orris, 1978). Subsequently, to be feminine means to be
passive, weak', supportive, nurturant, narcissistic, emotional, futile'
and dependent (Boslooper & Hayes, L973; Broverman, Broverman, C1arkson,
Rosenkrantz, & Vogel, L97Oi de BeduvoLr, L952; Deutsch, 1944; Horney,
L967i K1ein, LgTl: Parsons & Bales, L955; Roberts, L976). Therefore, to
take an active role in sport and compete detracts from society's.image
of femininity, a fact-which has probably prevented many females from
exploring and developing their athletic potential.
However, until adolescence, girls are not usually discouraged from
developing their athletic abilities (Balazs, 1975; .Bohan, L973i Boslooper
& Hayes , L973, Cratty, L967; Klein r L97Li Tyler, 1973). It is at this
time that a girl learns that she had better become typically feminine,
or she will not reap all the benefits of her femininity (e.g., peer
and social acceptance). Therbfore, she is faced with deciding whether
or not playing athletic aames wiII either enhance or limit her p6pu-
Iarity. Many 
-adolescent girls find this decision an easy one, and
they enjoy athletic involvement through participation in those activi-
ties that may represent societyrs perceptions of femininity.
Traditionally, one example of such behavior has been that of the
2cheerleader. Here, the female could be athletic but in a supportive
s€nse to male irarticipants. To stand on the sidelines and cheer for
the male who is testing his masculinity in the sport arena has 1on9.
been associated with stereotypic female behavior. Accordingly, all
of her actions are totally dependent upon the male's interests and
involvement. She is there because of him. This passive, supportive
role is in complete accordance with what is considered feminine
(de Beauvoir, Lg52). However, the cheerleader not only typi'fies fefti-
nine behavj-or, but also is in itself an athletic experience. Many of
the movements afe, in themselves, ,physically denanding and require a
definite talent not dissimilar to those of the gymnast.
Even through"gymnastics a female can express her athletic needs
but in a feminine-looking manner. She may perform very difficult and
strenuous athletic movements; the needs of strength; flexibilityr and
power to execute these moves are disguised by the overall picture of
grace, beauty, and femininity. Therefore, this sPort involvement may
be considered acceptable and not dLtrimental to the feminine image.
Nevertheless, many sPorts have been classified as accePtable or
unacceptable for female participation by their adherence to what
society considers feminine (Metheny, 1965). According to Metheny,
sports that maintain the feminine image and would, therefore, be
acceptable for female participation are characterized by one or more
of the following criteria: (a) the body is projected in aesthetically
pleasing patterns, (b) the resistance of a light object is overcome
with.a light implement, (c) the velocity and maneuverability of the
body is increased by the use of some manufactured device, and (d) a
spatial barrier with the opponent is used in face-to-face forms of
3competitiono  Consequently′ sw■mm■ng′ div■ng′ skiing′ figure skatirig′
archery′ golf′ fencing′ bow■ing′ squash′ badm■nton′ tennis′ and volley―
ball were all included in Methenyis acceptability concept.
ェnteresting■y・e ough′ Metheny classified gymnastics intO the
second category of activities that may be appropriate but not whol■y
appropr■ate to ma■nt in the fem■n■ne ■mage.  Many track and field
events were aiso class■f ed in the second category due to a display of
strength in controlling bodily movements as well as projecting the body
through space over moderate`distances for short per■ods of time.
Metheny teェllled activ■ties as be■ng,totally unacceptab■e ■f they
included the following cttaracteristicst  (a)resistance of an opponent
is overcome by bodily contact′ (b)reSiS ance of a heavy object is over―
cOme by direct application of bodily force′ (c)the bOd is projeCted
ュnto or through space over long distances or for extended per■ods of
time′ and (d)COOperative face―to―fac opposition occurs in situations
■n which some body contact may o9cur・  Ac ordingly′ unac eptable sPort
activities werb bOxing′ judo′wrest■g′ weight-lifting′ hammer throw′
pole vault′ longer foot races′ and all team games except volleyba■1.
Due tO Societyls concepts of femininity as wel■as the il trusionl:
■nto the male doma■n of sport′ female athletes have been faced w■th a
degree of discriminatlon and oppression that probably surpasses that
which women encounter ■n any other areas of Amer■c n soc■ety.  Female
athletes have not been'accepted fu■ly because they haVe been perce■ved
as a threat by both men and women (Sales′ 1978, Scott′ 1974).
I´n most iゴstances′ it has taken legal stepS tO prov■de girls and
women with opportunities for きわσrt participation.  LegislatiOn′ such
as Title 工x′ has been passёd as a direct result of the women's move―
4.
ment and has evoked a sensitivity and concern fot the female athlefe as
well as recognizing the significance of her sport involvement
(Greendorfer, L978i Lewis, 1978). The women's movement has also altered
societyrs restrictions on the roles to which women must adhere. Stereo-
typic sex roles and sex-role orientation have undergone an evolution
as to the importance of developing cross sex-typed behavior for sur-
vival in our present society. Since more women tharl ever before are
heads of households, the need for women to develop morb typically
,'masculine" behaviors is apparent so that they can survive not only for
themselves and their dependents, but also for society in general.
Feminists, today, believe that competitive sports bring about a
sense of mastery and accomplishment that has a profound impact on the
rest of their lives (Rohrbaugh,L979). Now, more and mor-e females are
experiencing increased sp-ort particip'ation, which can contribute to
their effectiveness, happiness, and success in life (Snyder & Spreitzer,
Lg76). Just as sport has helped to develop the competitive spirit and
achievement motive in males, it, too, should enhance these behaviors
in females.
Although society is beginning to realize the importance of athletic
competition for females, restrictions are still placed on some fbmale
athletes. Gir1s who enjoy those traditional masculine-type sports
still lend themselves to social disapproval. For example, thd spo*rt
of baseball (softball), which'inrfolves'many mascdline-like movemerit's
as defined by Metheny (1965), has long been totally unacceptable for
females. The reasons for this may be that the nattire and associations
made with the game have had such masculine overtones that any female
participation has been regarded as an invasion of the male territory.
5soc■ety has not been kind to those females who dec■de to■nvade this
ilholy ground:l and Participate in the game.  For example in 1972′ta Nё"
」ersey 12-year old girl tried out for the boys' Litt■e League eam and
was denied the right to play sO■ely because he was`femalざ (Fel ●in′
1974a, Michener′ 1976).  Although Maria pepe was a better player than
many of the boys′ she was still denied the right toAp■ay in Litt■e
League due to the boys―n■y policy in the national charter confi■.led
by the Un■ted States Congress.
The case was brOught before the New 」ers y Civil Rights Division′
and′ in 1973′ a dec■s■on was made ■n favor of Miss Pepe based on sex
discr■m■nation.  Since the Little Lёague offered itself as a public
accomodation′ it fell under the prov■s■onS Of・New 」ersey law、  工f gir■s
are capab■e′ they must be a■row d tO compete for a place on the team
and play in that team's gamOs.  The Little League did not accept the
dec■s■on′ tr■ed several appeals′ and even・threatenea to suspend Play
rather than admit g■rls.  Their efforts were a■l for naught because′
■n ■974′ the Un■ted States Congress rev■sed the Little League charter
to peェlllit girls to play and also amended the Little League.S gOals
from instilling'manhood to contributing to citizenshiP and spOrts,an」
ship (Felshin′ 1974aF MiChenSI′ 1976)。                              を
Although lega■ram■fieatiOns have prov■ded females the right to
p■ay baseball or softball′ Soc■al restr■c[ions hざve nOt altered dゴe to
the nature of the game.  The majority of ski■ls involved are seen as
typically masculine (Metheny′ 1965)。 R quired skills are batting a
ball′ runn■g the bases′ throw■ng w■th s｀peed and accuracy′ catching those
throws′ liding into base′ tagging. nd be■ng tagged′ and engaging in
var■ous s■tuations where body contact is unavo■dable。
6Metheny (1965) classified softball as an activity not at all
appropriate for the retention of the feminine image, not'on1y because
it is a team sport but also because the skills require strength, speed,
and face-to-face confrontations in which body contact may result.
Since the women's movement has done much to free females from
various cultural shackles, it would seem that, today, whatever femal<ls
choose to do athletically should be acceptable without any reservation.
Ho$rever, society does not change its attitudes all that quickly. The
end is not yet a reality to where the female athlete is held in the
same regard as her male counterpart.
Exactly to what extent society has adjusted it characteristic
attitudes is still being ascertaihed. The extent to which college
students' attitudes have changed since Methenyrs (1965) interpretations
of female sport involvement is the point of contention for this present
study. Do one's peers still ostracize the female softball player arfd*
consider her involvement detrimental to,her feminine image and social
acceptance? Do present day students agree with Metheny's classifica-
tions of those totally unfeminine athletic skills?
Due to their own society-created image of femihity, haies, more
so than females, fidy consider those softball skills that appear more
masculine as unacceptable for female participation. This may also.be
due to their reluctance to share this athletic experience with females
since sport has been traditionally male. Athletic involvenient may con-
tribute to liberal attitudes toward female sport participation. The
intensity of an individual's activity-orientation in sport should lead
to favorable attitudes toward females performing those softball ski1ls
that appear masculine.
7This present study will assess attitudes toward the feminiirity and
acceptability of women's softball behavior in relation to sex and degree
of sport involvement' differences.
Scope of Problem
This study was designed to investigate Metheny's (1965) assertions
concerning attitudes toward females' sport behavior. AIso examined was
tletheny's assumption that the words "femininity" and "acceptability"
equally convey synonymous feelings and attitudes toward females' sport
behavior. In order to ascertain attitudes towards female sport behavior,
photographs were,utilized to illustrate l,lethenyrs concepts of striking
and nonstriking sport movements as they related to. her assumptions of
,,femininity" and "acceptability." Eighteen color slides that depicted
a female perforriring striking and nonstriking softball skills were shown
to subjects who were asked to classiiy the slides'as either.feminine, or
acceptable. Both male and femal. ,.ra.tiaduates (N = 120) from Ithaba
College in Ithaca, New^York were teStea to determine wheth'er gender.
orientation affected an individualrs'attitudes. The subjects wdre
further classified according to three athletic status grouPs: athletes
(n = 40), activity-oriented individuals E = 4O), and nonathletes (n = 40).
JThese cfassifications were utilzed to ascertain whether different attitudes
existed among people with varying experiences in sport.
Statement of Problem
This study was designed to test 
"".r.lut aspects of Metheny's (1965)
theory of femininity in sport participation by women. The main aspect
concerned the assertion that skills involving striking actions are less
feminine than those involving nonstriking actions. The appropriateness
of interchanging the terms "feminine" and "acceptable" was investigated.
In addition, the effects. of gender and athletic affiliation on attitudes
I
toward femalesr sport behavior vJere examined. A test of 18 color
stides depicting a female performing striking and nonitriking skills
associated with the sport of softball was used to assess subjects'
attitudes. Each slide depicting a striking skill was paired with. a
slide depicting a nonstriking skill for the basis of subjects' choices
as to which skill appeared more feminine or more acceptable.
Theoretical Hypotheses
Sport has long been associated with the masculine characteristics
of strength and power. Metheny (1965) theorized that athletic move-
ments of a striking nature detracted from the feminine image and are,
therefore, considered socially -unacceptable for female participation.
tletheny interpretdd the words "feminine" and "acceptable" to actually
be synonymous in relation to women paiticipating in sport. On that
basis, it was hypothesized that athletic movements of a striking nature
will be judged by sr:bjects as both less feminine and less acceptable
than those skills of a nonstriking nature.
Men have traditionally associated sport with their masculinity.
Therefore, it was hypothesized that men will be more conservative and
judge striking movements as both less feminine and less acceptable
than nonstriking movements.
It, might be argued that involvement in sport tends to minimize
the importance of retaining one's feminine image because attention is
directed more to the participation than to cultural "expectations."
Athletic affiliation may also contribute to a more liberal attitude
toward the female's participation in sports traditionally associated
with maIes. Therefore, it was hypothesized that athletes will judge
striking movements as both,more feminine and more acceptable than the
nonathletes.
?
、
Assumptions of Study
The design of this study necess■tated the follow■ng a sumptions:
1。  All Subjects fol■owed the directions they were given.
2.  The test administrator's gender had no biasing effdct on ttte
subjectsi responses.
3.  BOredom and/or fatigue had no role ■n the response^patternse
4.  The slidёs accurately convёyed the str■king/nOnstr■king
dichotomy.
Definitions of Terms
' itre following aie the stipulatively defined terms used in this
study
Acceptability. The cue word given to half the subjects to repre-
sent the concept or perception they were to use in the judgment of
their paired slide choices.
Activity-oriented Individuals. Those males and females who indi-
cated that they were involved in sports or an athletic-like activity
at least three times a week but were not on an athletic team at the
time of this investigation.
Athletes." Those individnals who indicated at the time of' data
collection that they had participated on an organized athletic team
at any 
.Ievel during the 1977-78 academic year.
Femininity. The cue word given to half the subjects'to represent
the concept or perception they werel:to use in the judgment of their
paired slide choices.
Nonathletes. Those individuals who indicated at the time of data
collection that they had not participated on an organized athletic
team at any level and were not involved in sports or athletic-like
activity at least three times a week during the 1977-78 academic year-
9
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Nonstriking Skitls. Those d'epicted softball skills in which force
application and power do not appear obvious (e.g., throwing, catbhing,
and running).
Striking'Skills. Those softball lXitts that depicted the use'of
force, the hitting of an object with an implement, and Person-to-person
confrontation including^body contact (e.g., batting, tagging, and sliding
into base) -
Delimitations of Study
The delimitations set for this investigation were as follows:
1. Subjects were 120 volunteer participants from Ithaca college
in Ithaca, New york during the 1978 spring and summer semesters-
2. Projected 35mm color slidas were used for data collection and
were the only means of assessing attitudes toward women's softball
t
behavior.
3. Only those depicted striking and nonstriking skills from the
sPort of softball were utilized'
-\ Limitations of Study
The following were the limitations of this study:
1. Data were not collected on aIl-combinations of slide pairings.
2. The data collection tool was a new tool. Thus, reliability
and,/or validity had not been previously established.
3. The results apply only to the sample used, which represented
a cross-section of the undergraduate population at Ithaca College during
the 1977-78 academic Year-
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This study examined attitudbs towa'rds women's participation in
various sport situations in regard to which 'striking and nonstriking
softball skills are considered feminine and acceptable by college
students. This chapter will review the literature found relevant to
this investigation so that a basis will be provided for further refer-'
ence and discussion. The review will be presented under the following
headings: (a) psychosocial aspects of femininity, (b) femininity and
sport involvement, and (c) appropriate feminine sport involvement.
Psychosocial AsPects of Femininity
Defining Femininity
The term "femininity" has been defj-ned in numerous ways throughout
the course of time, usually in juxtdposition to the term "masculinity"
and rarely as unique and independent of any masculine influence. Tradi-
tionally, masculinity and femininity have been viewed as relatively
enduring traits which generally serve.,to distinguish males from females
in appearance, attitudes, and behaviors' (Constantinople, L973). How-
ever, modern trends of male-female roles, as well as fashion designs,
have tended to bring traditional views of what is masculine and feminine
closer together and have caused different interpretations among men and
women as to what is masculine and feminine. Researchers have not come
to a consensus about the meaning of masculinity and femininity (Vroegh,
1958). Therefore, femininity must be operationally defined for each
specific purpose.
In the'past, the feminine woman ha's always been concerned about her
appearance, since her ability to attrac.t a man was heavily dependent
11
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upon it. As de Beauvoir stated in her book The Second Sex: "Woman knows
that when she is looked at lhe is not considered apart from her appear-
irnc€i she is judged, respected, desired, by and through her toilette"
(p. 683). For centuries, this has been especially true, and women have
always been taught that looks, not brains, are what counts if they want
Lo attract a man, and thus, a home (Weisstein, 1971).
Not only has attractive clothing, cosmetics, jewelry, and a weII-
gr<roinbd appearance'depicted a woman's femininity, but also her body
iomposition has been a common determinant of a feminine appearance.
',tiir order to evaludte whether physical appearance contributes to concePts
ir'1r masculinity and femininity, Darden (1972) assessed college students'
1_-ltrceptions of femihine and masculine body types. MaIe and female
..;r;'iirlents were asked to rank 12 similar, but different, whole body out-
tir.e drawings from their personal conceptualizations of masculinity and
:rcmininity. Between- and within-group comparisons both indicated that
',r(,r dlfferences existed between the sexes on the ranking of femininity.
'iiiii!"r"r, in ranking masculinity concepts, females differed significantly
'",#,*',:n males. The females' perceptions of masculinity were not as tradi-
tilrnal as the males'. The females' rankings did not seem to perpetuate
,;'ii1.,cId-ruraI ideal of manliness that the males' rankings did.. Dllrden
rili:igested that physical prowess is no longer the prerequisite for
,3r.i,,;cess in most vocations for men. His study suggested that females
-'.,.:r'e more capable of recognizing that culture change in perceptibns of
rilrrsculinity. Whereas a woman, who is perceived as feminine, is viewed
;rip the curvaceous, well-proportioned, weak-looking structure. fti=
finding supported the concept of the traditional feminine image as
;i1-.liearing w-eak, docile, and futile. Ani, hint of strength diminishes
■3
■Or femininity and her attractiveness (de Beauvoir′ ■952, Roberts′
1976).
The theor■s of Freud and his followers have had a devastating effect
ol:r the feminine concept.  Freudian theory has primarily a sexual orienta―
t嘔oll, with emphasis placed on the procreative aspects.  Consequently′ the
W(lゞnan's psyche has been defined in reproductivё te■llis――paSsive′ sup ortive′
尊1ld Seductive (BOS■00per & Hayes′ ■973).  Fem直ninity has also been a symb61
,〔ち〕il all those traits which′ in our cu■ture′ obstruct social success――weakness′
llyアヽess′ timidity′ passivity′ ubm■ssiveness′ emotionality′ the sense of
_もrirl`: pushed aside and of being at a disadvantage′ and the rea■ization
:七ギFactual futility (K■ein′ ■97■).  The qualities of social success in
,ヽ:1●[`American cu■ture――assertiveness′ competitiveness′ and strength――have
詩史暉l been ■dentified w■th fem■n ne women.
In most cultures and races′ the behavioral stereotypes of the sexes
1ヽ‖in as fem■n■ne―pass■ve and masculine―activ  have become the noェII s■nce
fit,しt, attribute this to the hoェlllonal qualities of the seXёand to the
■ヽ■でOnv (Deutsch′ 1944).  SimOne de Beauvoir (1952)discugsed this Point
…b甘角she claimed that passivity was′in fact′a womanis destiny imposёd
ilゴっ,l her by her teachers and by society.  The woman has been taught to
14費icmo the ilother" and not the doer and to support her inan and live for
lil,.、
Psychologists and soc■ologists alike have been continually delin■g
='|〈
J redefining feminine and masculine concepts.  Parsonis instrumental―
'人
1)ressive theoiy (ParSOns & Ba■es′ 1955)focused attention on the
ilirsonis orientation in interacting within social systemso  The tralts
・ヽ1ンlld behav■ors assoc■ated w■th fem■n■n■ty gather around an affective con―
lfiern for the welfare of others (1.e.′ expressivity)′ whereas the traits
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and behaviors ass-ociated with masculinity deal with accomplishing or
solving problems (i.e., instrumentality). Bakan's (1966) agency and'
communion definitions of masculinity and femininity posed still another
interpretation. The masculine concept was defined as the urge to master
(i.e., agency). The feminine concept was defined as communion, a con-
cern for the relationship between oneself and others. Both of these
theories have traditional interpretations of femininity and masculinity;
the, male is the active agent, and the female is the passive one.
' Broverman, Broverman, Clarkson, Rosenkrantz, & Vogel (1970) sug-
qer,ted that the general concept of femininity--submissiveness, dependence,
and passivity--portrays the mature, healthy femaIe.. However, they then
,r,'r.:;it-ended that this view is not held similar for the healthy adult, sex
rurspecified, who is supposedly more independent, active, and in control.
1l'nerefore, women have been bound by society. Different standards exist
tli;:'r: women than for men. If women adopt those behaviors specified as
rieirirable for healthy adults, they risk failure to be dppropriately
f.eninine; but, if they adopt the feminine behaviors, they are'n'ecessarily
o,.:ii6i"rrg in healthy adult behaviors. This has been referred to as the
tjor;ble-bind, a restrictive situation with which females must struggle.
l:,l,e1opment of Sex Ro
Since an individual's gender role orientation as feminine or mascu-
Line does not have an instinctive basis, femininity and masculininty are
b1'. no means automatic consequences of being born a girl or boy. The
i1{ividual's psychological differentiation as feminine or mas-culine
Cr.r,'elops through the many experiences of growing up (Hampson, 1965).
Gender role behavior or sex-typing'begins very early and results
from the imposition on the child of a number of training practices that
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have the specific qualities of behavior (Sears, 1965). As soon as the
rndividual is born, the infant is treated in whatever ways the ctrlture
prescribes as apPropriate to that gender.
A study by Rubin, Provenzano, and Luria (L9741 produced results
sug.qesting gender stereotyping begins as soon as a child is born. Thirty
1;airs of new bornsr parents, 15 with sons and'15 with daughters, were
.i.r:rJeririewed within the first 24 hours after their children's bir,th. .A1-
ilii,ugh the male and female infants did not differ in length or weight,
darrqhrers were significantly more likety than sons to be described as
l}:ittie, beautiful, pretty, cute, and resembling their mothers. Fathers
yl;s,jr-r mcEe eritreme and stereotyped rating judgments of their newborns than
.:i.i 11 ,ncithers.
Directly related to acquisition of.gender identity is the indivi-
au,,Ii', s sex-role stereotyping of -behavior and objects (Kohlberi , )'966) .
t;oi;e],lping this awareness of what is typically gender-ielated is an ex-
f-r,lr:rsj;ve process. First, the child learns to identify with appropriate
:i.-.:--role bg!.avior. This "identification" was Freudrs term for a learn-a
,i,:r,,j,: i::rocess through which children unconsciously pattern their own ego-
'J..d,i,;r after that of the parent-model (Parsons & Croke, L978). On the
r.!ir,rut hand, Chodorow (7974) asserted that feminine identification is
rir:;riy:ia11y based on the gradual learning of behavior and "exemplified by
,:,.r ljerson with whom she has most been involved. It is continuous with
ir,.r' early childhood identifications and attachments" (p. 51). Therefore,
r. 1,,'nlost obvious role model for a litt1e girl is her mother. Kohlberg
J.:,166) also found that the father's masculinity and his expectations for
,firmininity in the girl were later correlated with the girl's femininity.
The social learning process, as weII as modeling, has also been
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recognized as a way in which an individual develops appropriate gender-
roJ-e: expectation (Etaugh, Collins, & Gerson., Lg75). Through observation
anrl imitation, the child develops appropriate sex-ro1e behavior which is
reinforced mainly by parents and also by school teachers.
Vroegh (1958) conducted a study to determine the nature of feminin-
ity and masculinity in pre-school children as seen by their teachers.
ghe:^ f6und that the most masculine boys were seen as more extraverted,
1-lcnpetent, and socially adjusted than the least masculine. The most
.feminine girls were seen as more socially adjusted, competent, and intro-
.velted than the least feminine.
Accordingly, by the time children ieach the age of 6, they are-able-
I;;+" clistinguish male and fbmale roles and identify themselves (Maccoby e .
*lar:klin , l;g74). Brown' (L957)- studied sex-role preferences among children
frc-,nr kindergarten-to fifth grade. The results indicated that up to fifth
r:r'ade boys showed more same-sex preferences than girl-s. Girls showed
r:;i;;1 preference for both roles in kindergarten, masculine preferences in
first through fourth grades, and then shifted to feminine preferences in
f.:,fth grade. The latter feminine preference was also realized in another
-:J-.udy (Freeman, Schockett, & Freeman, 7975), in which results showed that
f;". i I )r grade girls significantly preferred items associ'ated with their own
,:r,':: whereas, fifth grade boys were ambiguous in their choices.
Preference for gender role and gender stereotyping may also be seen
r: r;..)ay choices of children' Most boys play with toys and participate in
::: lr:n(!s associated with their gender role (e.9., trucks, guns, competitive
11:1::r7rts), whereas most girls play with dolIs, jump rope, or take dancing
. i i:i-t sons .
However, not all children adhere
are not as competitive and aggressive
those play norms. Some boys
their peers, while some girls
???????
―
―
―
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are rather competitive and aggressive.  Cross―sex behavior in p■ay pat―
terns ■ more llkel, accepted for girls′ at least up to late childhood′
than for boys since parents respond more negativel, tO Such behaViOr in
しもys (Frieze′ Parsons′ 」ohnson′ Ruble′ & Zellman′ ■978)。
Intelligent children share more of the interests and activities
,1()rmally characteristic of the opposite sex (MaccOby & 」acklin′′ ■974).
Kagarl and Moss (1962)fOund that the brighter girls were more ■ikely to
(jl:じOy baseball and other boy's games′ whilb bri●hter bOy  were more apt
tO ongage ■n f m■n■ne activ■eso  Theyialso found that the highert the
educational level of the fami・y′ especia■ly the parents′ the less likely
tlcゝ.adherence to orthodox sex―role traits.
cross―Sex behavior and the acquisition of the nickname "tomめoy:: is
lloL lerribly detrimental until the girl reaches her ado■escence.  At
that・ime she must give up those cross―sex behaviors、and di play her
tぜt」「 ,■llillity′ or else she may not attract a boyfriend.  The adolescent
ilレOWth Spurt that boys exper■ence develops the■r bodies to be bigger and
じtr●119er than girls.  More emphasis is placed on testing their physical
●I:ilities through more competitive and aggressive behavior at this time.
However′ girls are asked to give up those phys■cally competitive
ll●rSuits and confoェ“l to stereotypic feminine behavior (BOS10oper & Hayes′
lヽiti`i).  The feminine stereotype serves as a pattern of cond,ct tO the
1｀ll・(lVring girl′nfluencing her life plan′ and contributes in Shaping her
こ1la■acter (Klein′ 1971).  The adolescent years involve a re―evaluat on
J)1 ｀Self′ an identity search (Bohan′ 1973)。 As de Beauvoir stated when
tt}it: exPlained why adolescence is so difficu■t for a young woman:
up to this time she has been an・autonomous ■ndiv■dual, now
she must renounce her sovereigntyo  Not only is she torn′
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like her brothers, though more painfully, between the
past and the future, but, in addi€ion, a conflict breaks
out between her original claim to be subject, active,
free, and on the other hand, her erotic urges and the
social pressure to accept-herself as a passive obje'ct.
(p. 273)
The stereotype of femininity in our society underlies practical activ-
it,ies in the most various departments of social life, ranging from every-
day conduct to problems of education and vocation (Klein, L97l). A hard
lesson learned for some adolescent girls is that looks, not brains, are
what counts. After aII, a woman is defined by her ability to attract a
marri any deviation may be a threat to her femininity. Weisstein (1971)
hl.rrntly stated that "little girls dcinrt get the message that theyrre
supposed to be stupid until high school" (p. 81). Success in school
life inhibits their social growth. Intellectual striving is considered
r--o:ni5etitively aggressive; this is repressing aggressiveness (Stern, L971-l .
A psychological barrier, which exists to prevent adolescent and
;iftl,lE females from achieving success, was termed by Horner as the fear
o.t success (1970). She described the fear of success as dn expectancy
lrc'1.d by women that success in achievement situations will result in nega-
titcr consequences, including social rejection and the sense of losing
rr:irj's femininity. She suggested that this fear begins when'a girl
'r.ir;r..'hes puberty and develops interest in dating boys.
Prior to adolescence females, as well as males, have been encouraged
t *.i Cevelop their need for achievement since success is a basic ingredient
tr,. tlre American culture (Atkinson e Peather, 1966). A11 children develop
s()rne sense of the achievement motive. The achievement motive has bebn
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described as the striving to increase orie's own capability in all activ-
ities in which a standard of eicellence afpties, and wherb the'execution
of such activities can succeed or fail (Heckhausen,'11)67). In achieve_-
nrent situations there are primarily two tendencies, the motive to aP-
proach success and the motive to avoid failure. The attractiveness of
success i's greater the more difficult a task appears to an individual
Once success is achieved, the individual experiences a pride in accom-
.trl,ishmeht (Atkinson & Feather , t956). The achievement motive is nurtured
.by an incentive of positive reinforcement (pride in accomplishment),
which is increased when an individual accomplishes tasks of increasing
difficulty (McC1elland, Atkinson, Clark, & Lowe11, L976).
Throughout early school years, young girl-s out-perform boys intel-
"Jei:tual1y, and then, at adolescence, the advantage is significantly re-
v.ersed, particularly in the traditionally "masculine" subjects of science
;rnd mathematics. Horner (1969) suggested that as girls grow older it
hr)comes very evident that the brighter they are, and the more that they
f,ulfill their potential, the more they restrict their choices or possi-
l.ti..lities for marriage.
Since sex-role differences have been'reflected in the American
culture where achievement and success relate to the traditional male
rcle but not the traditional female role (l"lead, L949; Veroff, Atkinson,
x wilcox, 1953), Horner found the achievement-oriented woman'in the
;ii>uble bind. She not only worries about failure, but also about success
and the possible detriments it may bring to her feminine image. There-
tore, these women find that achievement situations cause anxiety for
t:hem. Horner (1969) conducted a study at the University of Michigan in
which she tested both women and men using the Thematic Apperception Test
(TAT) and a projective test in which subjects wrote stories about achieve-
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ment-oriented men and wofien. Her projective test consisted of situa-
,tional cues describing both a male and female medical student and was
intended.to nieasure a subject's fear of success. She found the.females'
stories of Anne (achievement-oriented female) to reflect strong fears
of social rejection as a result of success, guilt and despair over suc-
cess, plus strong denial of being female and successful. However, fewer
than 1Ot of the males showed evidence of the motive to avoid success.
l,lost of the males' stories about John (achievement-oriented male)' expressed
tremendous approval and delight in his success. Their stories possessed
none of the hostility, bitterness, and ambivalence found with the females'
stories about Anne. Perhaps this was due to the fact that most men are
not threatdned by competition and find that surpassing an oPponent is a
source of pride and enhanced masculinity (Horner, 1969).
t
So1om6n O7TS) replicated Horner's work but added another dimension.
MaIe and female subjects responded to the cues of successful male and fe-
male medical students; whereas, Horner's subjects responded to the cue of
their respective sex. She found results similar to Horner's with one dif-
ferencei the majority of both males and females wrote "fear of success"
stories for Anne, with significantly more male subjects than female
falling into this category. Solomon interpreted this result as an
illustration of hostility toward Anne's succ'ess when she asserted: "A
male backlash seemed to be evidenced, indicating perhaps that many young
men are somewhat opposed to what they regard as the attitude of womenrs
liberation" (P. 34).
.In our society, women and, men-are stereotyped as rigidly as any
ethnic minority. white men are also adversely affected by this stereo-
(
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typing, it is particularly unfortunate for women because the basic'values
irr society are male, and the basic structures of society are set uP to
benefit men. women have always been taught to be the "other" (de Beauvoir,
1,952). Being the ttother" and not the "doerr" she remains exterior to the
rnanfs world and makes herself object rather than subject. Her independent
successes would contradict her feniininity. Margaret Mead (1949) empha-
sized this double standard of achievement when she stated:
The more successful a man is in his job, the more certain
everyone is that he will make a ddsirable husband; the
more successful a woman is, the more most People are afraid
she may not be a successful wife. (P. 3241
Since sexual values are an integral feature of society, the woman
,ri'ii."1 do€s not conform devaluates herself sexually and also socially
(rli. Beauvoir, 1952). Therefore, a woman's positive self-concept would
lrir. facilitated by adhering to cultural sex-role expec-tations and stereo-
ty)pes. In an attempt to differentiate between self-concepts and stereo-
{:ypic concepts of femininity and masculinity as a function of social
'tii:l;irability, Rosenkrantz, Vogel, Bee, Broverman, and Broverman (1968)
siiirdied college students' perceptions using the Sex RoIe Stereotype
;f''.-r"{s'Lionnaire (SRSQ). Results indicated that both sexes agreed about
t:',jr.if:erences between males and females; there were similar differences
Liitween self-concepts of the sexes, and both sexes valued stereotypic
nra'i;culine behavior more than stereotypic feminine characteristics.
Similarly, Saltaformaggio (1980) found that masculine traits are
vjriwed more positively in society. As a result, expression of mascu-
'1iire behavior is associated with an increased capacity for social rein-
f+ rcement.
??
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The same perceptions ■n acceptance of stereotypic roles were a■so
iridicated in the research by Laosa′ Sw tz′ & Holtzman (■973).  ThrOugh
a series of studies that examined drawings of human figures by children′
age was shOwn to be a dete■.linant of s x―rol  preference.  Beyond the_age
of 12′ both sexes seemed to value the male ro■e more and pr ferred to
draw more male figures.  HOWever′  in a more recent study (To10r & Tolor′
:1974)′ a changing pattern was seen with a greater percentage of females
drawing figures of their own sex.  Perhaps′ m re positiv  values aFe
Lcing assigned to the contёmporary female role.
when comparing ments and womenls perceptions for each other′findings
l rlo■cate that men have less restr■ctiv  exp ctations than women think
thcメ do (Robe■tS′ 1976)。  McKee and Sherriffs (1959)asked CO■lege stu―
(1こ::its to describё themselves and to proDect how they thought the opposite
sei shou■d be.  The menls 'lideal female′1' as the women saw her′ ■as 
nior o sex―typed fema■e than was actually reported by the men.  Sim■larly′
二lt●inFrtan (1963) found that College females perceived their fatheris
l illl・al woman" to be more stereotypic and less liberated than she actually
w3s.  Steinman and Fox (1966)used the Fand lnventory of Feminine Values
(lti FV)tb assess sex differences in the concept of the ideal woman. Again′
wギ):rOn Were more rigid about the female role.  Interestingly′male re―
キ
=、
)hSes indicated their ideal woman to be ■ess ::other" oriented and more
■■ke the real selves descr■bed by the females.
More recently′ oOLeary and Depner (1975)re―eXamined idea■ste o―
t,Pes among male and female college students.  while the differences in
°
「1)ィトmale and female actual self―r tings and the females' ratings of ideal
:nalё tended to reflect the traditional cultura■ sex―role stereotypes′ the
malese ratings of ideal woman revealed an ideal liwonderwoman。li  She was
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seen as more competent′itive′ successful′ and adventurous than
c01lege females. ratings of their idea■ ma le。
Gordon and Hall (1974)conduCted a study with co■■ege―educated women
to‐explore the relationships of types of role conflicts and methods of
coping behavior to (a)the womanis self―image′ (b)her image of the fem―
、ihine woman′ and (c)her perception of the ma■e image of the feminine
w(′man.
The best predictor of var■ous types of conflicts exper■enced was the
fёmalels perception of the maleis stereotype of femininity。 工t was also
found that the female.s happihess and satisfaCtion were deteェlllined by
tho■r self―■mages.
Hjelle and Butterfield (1974)examined differences in degrees of
solf―actualization in re■atio to attitudes toward wOmen's rights and
r()les in society.  Twenty libera■and 20 conservative co■lbge femalёs′
who were preselected on the bas■s of the■r scores on the Spence and
Hc.lmreich (1972)Attitudes Toward Women scale′ were compared in te..ls of
m`13sures relating to Shostromis (1966)PersOna■ o ientattion lnventory
.:I'(,1)′ a diagnostic instrument designed to assess self―actualization.
Tケ〕(: results revealed liberal women to be significantly more self―actu―
alized than conservative women on ■O of the 12 POI scales.
The behav■ors assoc■ated w■th be■ng male and fema■e are not only
ilie■Ogically baSed but are acquired through the cultural learning process
■■_】nforced by parents′ teachers′ and peers.  The child is qonditiOn9d frOm
ヽ
birth to behave in the socially prescribed manner of onels appropriate
l｀erlder assoc■tion.  Any cross―sex behav■or ■s`not considered detr■ mental
b 1ゝ・SOCiety unti■the chi■d reaches adolescenceo  At that time′ more em―
Phas■ ■s placed on the adherence to rigid sex―role standards ■n order to
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enhance masculinity and femininity and, thus, attract a mate. Any devia-
tion from stereotypic sex-role behavior may threaten the individual.'s
social status and confuse one's self-concept. Females who pursue intel-
lectual and physical corirpetition ri'sk losing their femininity and may
experience social rejection.
Toward a Psychology of Androgyny
"If we can imagine women and men being encouraged to develop a fuII
range of human qualities without the constraints of sex-role stereotypes,
we can begin'to envision a psychologically adrogynous society" (Mcl,ure &
Mclure, L977, p. 27). In an androgynous society, appropriate and inappro-
priate behavior would be based upon the situation and not upon oners
gender. Hence, behavioral adherence to rigid sex roles would not be an
issue. itndrogyny would be a sex-role alternative (l"lillar, l-978).
According to Sandra Bem (L976), the possibility exists for people
to be toth masculine and feminine. She professed that limiting a person's
ability to respond to life's situations in only the appropriate sex-role
standard actually is destructive to human potential. As Bakan (1966) re-
ported, the fundamental task of every organism is to temper agency with
communion. Therefore, for fully functioning human effectiveness, both
femininity and masculinity must each be tempered by the other. The two
qualities must be integrated into a more balanced, more totatly human
androgynous personality. An androgynous personality would represent the
best of femininity and masculinity and negate the dysfunctional behaviors
of women and men that are extremes of sex stereotypes (Kaplan & Bean,
1976). Cross sex-typinS (i.e., masculinity in girls and femininity in
boys) has been correlated quite consistently with greater intellectual
and athletic development (Kagan & Moss, tg62). l,lales and females who. are
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more sex-typed have been found to have lower overall intelligence, lower
spatial ability, and lower creativity (Maccoby, L9661.
Bem (L974') designed the Bem Sex-Role Inventory (SRI) to distinguish
androgynous individuals from those with more sex-typed self-concepts. The
BSRI treats'femininity and masculinity as positive, independent dimensions
rather than as two ends of a single dimension. Using this instrument, it
can be determined whether an individual possesses a feminine sex role
(higher score of femininity dimension), a masculine sex role (higher
score on the masculinity dimension), or an adrogynous sex role (balance
between femininity and masculinity).
A series of studies (Bem, L9J5i Bem & Lennyt 
.L976i Bem, !'lartyna, &
Watson, L976) further reported the following conclusions: (a) sex-role
stereotyping restricts the individualrs ability.to function, (b) cross-
sex activities are problematic for sex'-typed individuals, and (c) androgy-
nous individuals seem to be more adaptatle in situations involving either
expressive or instrumental domains
Bem (1976) a'Iso pointed out that the concept of pdy'chological androgyny
had helped her attain her goal to help free the human ,"t"onurrty from
the "restricting prison of sbx-ro1e stereotyping" and to begin to develop
a mental health conception-'that is "free from cul-tura1ly imposed defini-
tions of femininity and masculinity" 1p.49). She also suggested that,
"if there is a"moral to the concept of psychological androgyny, it is
that behavior should have no gender" (p. 59).
Through androgyny, the situation and the individual personality
determine whether a given trait wiII be exhibited at any given time. The
androgynous society would be based on individual differences, personal
preferences, and innate abilities, rather than sdx-ro1e stereotypes
(Mclure & McLure , l.9'77) .
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In surunary, femininity has been continually defined and redefined
over the course of time with no real consensus among sociaf scientists.
Feminine sex-roles and expectations are beioming less rigid. women ex-
pect men's perceptions of the feminine stereotype to be more traditional
and conservative than they actually are. Cross-sex behavior has been
accredited to a higher leve1 of intelligence. Achievement-oriented women
have! been devalued, but are becoming more accepted with'present social
changes for women, especially in previously traditional male areas of
interest. The concept of psychological androgyny has been developed and
supported as the transcendence progressing from rigid sex-roles to a mbre
flexible concept of human sex-roles, independent of strong sexual
reference.
Femininity and Sport Involvement.
One of the inajor obstacles to narrowing the chasm between aspit'a-
1,
tions and opportunities of the female athlete is the feminine sex-ro1e
stereotype held by the general populace. Since psycho-social demands
of the athletic experience ar'e not generally compatible with the stereo-
typic feminine image, society has taught us that there is something ab-
normal or different about the woman who pursues athletics. Her very
existence i-n the sports world afl too often has been consiilered a de-
traction from her femininity. After a1l, sport has always been assoi
ciated with being masculine. Literature in psychology, especially sport
psychology, gives much support to the view that sport and athletics are
generally perceived as a male sex-typed activity (Cratty, 1967; Fisher,
L972i Kagan & tloss , L962) .
Throughout time, sport has become an extension of "man, the hunter
and protector" serving as an expressive model for the male to prove his
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naleness (i.e., strength, aggressiveness, and achievement). Athletic
competence helps form the foundation of an adequate assumption of the
male role (Fisher, L972).
fn a society where men and !'romen-can perform'the same job functions,
man has learned that sport is one area where there is no doubt about
sexual differences and where his biology is not obsolete (Beisser, L9'76).
This has led the American male to be rather resistant to the inclusion of
the female into his sport domain, his arena of manhood.
Sport standards are male, and the woman in sport is compared with
men, not with other women (Hart, L97L). In fact, all desirable qualities
for athletes to possess for- success have been synonymous with what is
',
commonly labeled masculine. All too often, we hear "she throws like a
boy" or "she plays like a man." ,
The association of. sport to maleness is so fixed in our society that
if a male chooses not to participate in sport, he may have his masculinity
threatened; in contrast, the female who chooses to participate in sport
may have her femininity questioned (Boslooper & Hayes, 1973; Hart 
' 
L97L).
Generally, females who decide to take the risk and compete are either
secure in their role as a female so that participation is not a threat,
or they simply do not care and have nothing to lose. It is those in the
latter group who have produced the stereotype of the "girl jock" (Harris,
L97t)
However, society is slightly more tolerant of the female athlete
than of the "feminine" male. Comparatively, a male dancer and a female
athlete may experieilce the same social stigma since both are invading the
other gender's cultural territory. Hart (1976) emphasized this point when
she stated: "Our society cuts the penis off the'male who decides to be a
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dancer and puts it on the female who participates in competitive
athletics" (p. 165).
The sociat anomaly of women and sport provides ideas about femi-
ninity in terms of idealized norms which hold the female and her concerns
as subservient to the importance of men. In a sexist social view, the
very participation of women tends to downgrade an activity. Sexist argu-
merrts assume that women are not good enough to be worthy of the time and
rrior.ey being devoted to them in sport, and that women in sport are so ad-
..,r,rsely affected that they are no longer real women (Felshin, 1974a) -
!
With all of the social "cards stacked against herr" it would seem
tliut a woman would totally disregard sport participation. However, sport
,t.<.,uId be a meaningful and significant experience in her life as weII. The
i>r';:,:sib1e benefits of involvement in competitive athletics are not sex-
ljriked. They are human values, and the female stands to gain as much
f rcrm.them as the male, and rightly so (Harris, L975) '
Developing that nonsex-linked value to sport is not an easy process
.tcr the female or society. From the time of birth, girls and boys are
r,r,,:ourd9€d differently in their play patterns. By the age of 6, male and
tr.,rnale roles are realized by children (Maccoby & Jacklin, L974). They
also learn at an early age that sport, as a role, is differentiated for
t1e sex€s and held primarily by males. Everything from childrenrs books
tr the toys parents buy for their children attests to the perceived mas-
;t:Ij.ne orient-ation of sport (Duquin, 1978).
Caplan and Kinsbourne (1974) asked elementary school aged children
t,t rank a list of desirable school behaviors and found that girls iden-
trfied ',to be nice" and "to be smart" as the most important ro1es. The
l,c;1,s i6"ntified "to be good in sports, and "to be a leaderrraS the most
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important.  Similarly′ Stein′ Pohly′ and Mue■■er (197■)repOrted that
children defined actiVe sports as more masculine than feminineo  lt‐has
alsrD been doterm■ned that mascu■ine games have more prestige value among
children (Lynn′1959′ Rosenberg & Sutton―Smith′ ■960).  When childre, in
g,a(les four through six were=aζked what:was the・most important attriゃute
fOr pOpular■ty′ the boys ■ndicated sports while the girls reported grades
(Du(1)anan′ Blankenbaker′ & Cotten′ 1976).
It appears that sex―yping in physical activity and sport begins
clrly′ and it is not surpr■s■ng to find differences ■n sport participation
し´A-1lho basis of sex (COakley′ 1978′Lewko & Greendorfer′ 1978).  TeaChers
｀
11・f fitlifornia observed that playground Play during recess varied dis―
ljllcltly between boys and gir■se  The boys organ■zed a vigorous′ competi―
liさvo game of kickba■■ while the girls engaged in jungle gym and other
st`rtlctured Play (McLure & McLure′ 1977).
Seagroe's investigations (■970)suggested that the schoo■ is
面と1l ψr‐factor in deteェlllining a childts Play patterns beyond the age of 8′
O fI′手lもj_ally in discouraging individual play and encouraging competitive
t ll軍xrl play.  The school seems to emphasize cooperative play more for girls
dI:` tearrl play more for boys.
Despite the cultural sport or■entation′ the femae sport participant
l十「:::i:IS Sport early.  Her invo■vement is first influenced by her family.
flcンヾc and Greendorfer (1978)indiCated that a sport―oriented family environ―
:Ⅲヤ11111.n WhiCh parents actual■y participate in sport appears to be a
`'1(〕
ni,ficamnt factor in female sport involvement.  Their results also de―
1′,lneated the father as the most relevant i:significant other'' in the sport
,:嗜(:ialization process′ especially in his influence of typing sport activ―
tiF)s aS Sex appropriateo  Lewko and Greendorfer (■978)fou that females
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wer〔, cnffected more negatiυely than males through the fatherOs inf■uenc
and tended'to develop perceplions Of What is considered feminine in sport
at any age。                                                       .
Parental attitudes tOWard female sport participation were also ■n―
v●Stitgated by Phillips (1980)′ WhO Surveyed parents of both male and
fe“rnle youth sport participants of basketball′ baseball′ and swimming.
Uili]」,Zing a 25-item Likert―type attitude scale′ Phi■lips found that
r.■r,nts.generally possessed favorable attitudes toward youth sPort com―
P41liltiono  More importantly′ Paren s of male participants did not have
.dtt ri■〕 ent attitudes than parents of female participants。 工t was further
■ltifl「rlぃled that neither the sex of the child nor the relationship of the
「ギ:1_IC・〕ヽt t° the child affected the attitudes of parents toward youth sport
i121l ti(〕ipati6n.
The′ am■ly has also served as a strong Pos■tiVe ■nfluence for suc―
(1寧lSftll female sport participation.  Balazs (■975)studied 24 0■ympic
iollし、]e champions to determine what life events and what variables were
:1尋il'】
l101ogical and SOCial driving forces behind their outstanding achieve―
.´■なittt in sPorts.  Her data revealed that parents were highly supportive of
rrt皓ir daughters' involvement and PosseSSed high expectations for thOir
a ti",19hters.  These women did not have .:unfeminine" perceptions of their
,響11lrt involvement.
As the female grows older′ the m st important influential factor・■n
ilt・ぜ sport involvement moves from family to her peers (Greendorfer′ 1978).
111`:ir influence may haVe either a negative or positive effect on her
pl11:ticipationo  As an example′ research suggests that males her age hold
llifavorable perceptions of the femininity seen in female athletes (Flsher′
・f:thOVese′ 卜lorris & Morris′ 1978, Sherriff′ 1969).  AS a、girl becomes more
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proficient in sport, there is more at stake socially. Harris (Lgl1j
emphasized this point further when she said:
Traditionally, men have'been unimpressed by women's athle'tic
ability and have had tittle appreciation for the skill and
be,auty of movement women exhibit as they compete in sports.
Even though society encourages exercise, the dedicated girl
athlete faces many obstacles. Lack'of understanding on the
part of men is paramount; they do not understand why any
girl would want to become an athlete and sacrifice time from
the activities they feel girls should be involved in. (p. 3)
Genovese (1975) found that significant sex differences existed in
perceptions of, female athletes. Utilizing color slides of female athletes
drtring competition, subjects rated those slides on a scale from'1 to 10,
indicating their perceptions of the femate depicted as the "ideal
fe11rale." Even though differences occurred, both Sexes were, at least,
moderately accepting of the female athlete. However, it was speculated
tl1at as long as physical attractiveness is deemed a positive attribute
i:or,the ideal female, anything that detracts from this will be perceived
by some as less desirable.
Brown (1965) used a semantic differential to assess perceptions of
Lire-' feminine girl, the girl athlete, cheerleader, sexy girl , twiiler,
t,ennis player, swimmer, basketball player, track athlete; and girl with
irigl grades. Responses by nale and female college students revealed that
stereotypes of these roles do exist and that significant differences
Oicurred between the sexes. None of the sport roles were seen as con-
sistent with perceptions of the "feminine gir1." Tennis players and
Swimmers were the closest to the feminine image. Hoh,ever, the'role of
cheerleader surpassed all traditional athletic roles as that being closest
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to the feminine image. These findings also support the idea'that sport is.
masculine and to be feminine means to stand on the sidelines and support
and cheer for the male.
Small (1973) studied female athletes' and nonathletesr role percep-
tions of themselves and of average women. She found that athletes and
nonathletes did not differ in total perceptions of the feminine role'for
themselves. However, their opinions differed in total perceptions of the
feminine role for the average woman.
These perceptions lead the female athlete into a cognizant differ-
ence between her athletic self and her social self. Since the female who
chooses to participate is often stereotyped as masculine and aggressive
and finds herself fighting the social battle of acceptance, a personal
conflict and stress develops as it becomes necessary for her to convince
others of her femininity (Hart, L97L). A dissonance develops in her
self-concept as she has a competitive self for sport situations and a
social self for those social situations. Her competitive self is active
and potent (i.e., masculine), while her social self is more compatible
with the accepted female stereotype.
Griffin (1973) studied the dissonance females experience with
different degrees of active and potent female ro1es. Using a semantic
differential, she studied the activity and potency of the woman's roles
of housewife, girlfriend, mother, ideal woman, professor, and athlete.
The athlete and professor were viewed as highly active and potent, while
the highly evaluated roles were ideal woman, girlfriend, and mother. The
ideal woman was assumed to be the ultimate preferred role for women,
whereas the athLete was the least preferred. The athlete sras perceived
to be active and potent, which was inconsistent with accepted cultural
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hOェュlls fOr women since actiVity and potency were perceived as mOre mascu―
■ine.  These findings suggest that in spite of ever increasing opportun―
■ties for women′a very real conflict ex■sts for a woman who pursues a
lァlonfem■n■ne career.
Bird and McCullough (1977)utiliZed the semantic differential¨to
distinguish athletes' and nonathletes' role perceptions of the ideal
wOl■an′ mother′ housewife′ hostess′ ister′ working woman′and ath10te on
tho dimensions of evaluation′ potency′ and activity.  Results indicated
that nO significant differences exist9d between the two groupsO perceptions
01 femininity.  The role of ideal woman wag perceived as the most high■y
evA]、lated′ the female ath■ete was the most potent′ and th  mother was the
highest on the activ■y f or.  An interesting finding was that the fema■e
,thlete was ranked second to the ideal woman on the evaluative dimension.
・・l・l〕ct evaluative dimension was considered to be the most capable of assessing
attitudes, thёrefore′ the finding wou■d indicate highly favorable attitudes
toward female athletes ■n general.  These results proved to be rather dif―
tt,rent when compared to thOSe of Brown (1965)and Griffin (1973)and were
=,erhaps cons■dered to be a sign of changing times。
The female athlete ■s Seen as aggress■ve′ competitive′ and strong.
119h sport interest seems to detract from the psychological fem■n■n■ty f
ぜ〕le spOFtSWOman when cOmpared to the nonathletic female (Landers′ 1970)。
1ごt ssOnance′ therefore′ existS between sport aggressiveness and feminine
員じ
'PiV■
tyF between assertiveness and subm■ss■vene s, between ■ndep dence
and dependence′ b tween toughness and gentlenessF betWeen be■ng ma n■sh
atld being feminineF and between sport model and ideal self (Tyler′ ■973).
Kane (1972)suggeSted that female athletes might be more anxious
than male athletes due to thさ dissonance they feel between the■r dich6tomy
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of existence. This anxiety may be so severe that the woman may withdraw
from the anxiety-producing sport situation (I'lacKenzie, 19741. Some girls
may even resolve this dissonance between their sPort self and social self
by eliminating the social self. They may withdraw from social situations
and any other situations that require the feminine role (Hart, L972)'.
However, many athtetic women do not want to eliminate the athletic
self or the social self from their self-concept and have learned to com-
promise for the acceptance and coexistence of those two selves. To
counteract the negative stereotype of the female athlete, an apologetic
attitude may develop (Fe1shin, 1974a). Felshin explained this apologetic
phenomenon as follows: "If a woman in sport is a social anomaly, then it
is logical for women to develop an apologetic for their participation in
sportrt (p. 203). Basically, the apologetic theory suggests that the fe-
male athtete can appear feminine through dress and overall attractiveness.
This has been emphasized thro'ugh many examples: frilly tennis dresses, an
exceeding amount of jewelry worn during competition, the flower suits of
swimmers, and kilts worn by field hockey and lacrosse players. The
apologetic theory also suggests that the female athlete is feminine as
reflected in the overt convictions.of sexual normality, her attractive-
ness, and her display of "lady-like" behavior. The final suggestion the
apologetic theory makes is that the female athlete wants to be feminine
and, therefore, values and assumes the prescribed feminine roles of wife
and mother as more important than being an athlete.
Del Rey (Lg77) studied the apologetic theory through female athletes'
views of the woman's role. Utilizing Spence and Helmreich's (1972) Atti-
tude Toward women Scale (AwS), she compared tennis players and 'swimmers
to basketball and'softball players in their views of the woman's role.
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It was found that the tennis players did express a more liberal view of
the woman,s role because they experienced less dissonance. Thus, they
were also less compelted to express apologetics. It was interesting to
note that the tennis players were significantly different from all other
athletes. This would seem understandable since playing tennis is viewed
as acceptable today, and thus, would not create a conflict.
The existence of the phenomenon of apologetics in women's athletics
should be limited in time. It should exist only as long as society con-
tinues to support the sterotypic view of acceptable feminine behavior
which is actually in direct conflict with the necessary.behavior for
sport participation (DeI Rey, L977). Felshin (T974b) believed that, in
time, women will be accepted in the athletic world as worthwhile contri-
butors. She emphasized her hopes for a positive acceptance when she
asserted.: "Women must explore their options; they must be encouraged
to try and be whatever they are impelled to seek for it is self that is
sought, and no apology is required" (P. 40) -
There is still another alternative the female athlete may choose;
ignore the dissonance and fulfill both selves. This particular course
realizes that those unfeminine traits only exist during the sport situa-
tion (Kennicke , Lg72). Harris (1975) reported'that during social situa-
tions, female athletes did not differ from nonathletes in their" self-
perceptions.
I'lany female athletes..are suf f iciently secure in their femininity
and self-images and do not particularly experience the dissonance. There-
fore, they participate in a socially defined unfeminine activity without
suffering an identity crisis (Harris, 1972; Zob}e, 1973). However, if
the female athlete experiences role conflict, it will be reflected in a'
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negative self-concePt.
snyder, Kivlin, and Spreitzer (1975) conducted a study designed to
determine comparisons between female psychological well-being and self-
cathexis. Utilizing variations of psychological tests and body image
tests, athletes and nonathletes were compared. Contrary to anticipation,
the researchers found the female athletes to demonstrate more positive
attituded toward themselves and life, as well as having more positive
body images. The results of both measures of self-identity did not sup-
port the notion of the negative relationship usually associated with
female athletic involvement. It was also noted that mental health and
psychological well-being were positively associated with the degree of
athletic involvement. Higher skilled female athletes scored higher on
those measures of self-identitY
Data from a study conducted in England by HaII (1977 ) showed that
women athletes did not differ from other women in terms of how they per-
ceived their feminine role. Using semantic differential scales to deter-
mine athletes' and nonathletes' perceptions of the feminine woman and the
athletic woman, she found significantly less dissonance and more coigru-
'ency with the two concepts among the attrtetes. The nonathletes consideted
the athletic woman to be much less feminine. HaII also revealed that the
attitude of the athletes were more favorable toward the athletic woman
than the attitudes of the nonathletes.
Results from those recent investigations (HaIl, 1977i Snyder, Kivlin,
& Spreitzer, L975) support the assumption that if a female has security
in her own self as a female person, she may take the risk of involvement
in any avenue of pursuit that she wishes without being threatened. She
is secure in her own sense of self.
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Whatever the future holds for the acceptance of the female athlete
cannot yet be seen. However, generally speaking, the world seems to be
slowly altering its views on acceptable feminine and masculine behavior,
not only in sport, but also in other asPects of life. Some theorists
believe.that acceptable sport behavior should be nonsex-linked (Harris,
7975i oglesby, L978). oglesby (1978) suggested that sport should be
identi"fied with androgyny training and not masculinity or femininity
training. Harris ag.reed when she commented: "Perhaps we shouldr change
the standard for appropriate behavior rather than continue to say that
the behavioral demands of athletics are not feminine" (p. 33).
Sport has recently been reported to attract the highly sex-typed
male and the androgynous female. Kildea (1980) utilized the Bem Sex-Ro1e
Inventory to determine the sex-ro1e orientation of female athletes and
nonathletes in a midwestern university. She found a higher percentage
of androgynous and masculineloriented traits among athletes than'among'-
nonathletes.
Duquin (L977) conducted a study involving both male and female
"college athletes. She found that the greatest percentage of college-aged
female athletes and physical education majors were more androgynous than
their male counterparts. In contrast, Millar (1978) reported that physi-
cal education as a college'major neither attracted the androg'ynous female
nor did it enhance the androgynous sex-role identity of a woman mbre than
any other college major.
In an attempt to assess whether or not female athletes would display
a more positiv'e attitude toward'physical activity, Duquin (1978) studied
female high sctiool athletesr sex neutral motivations (social affiliation,
maintenance of health and fitness, catharisis, and aesthetic) and mascu-
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Iine motivations (vertigo, ascetic, competition, and physical efficacy).
She concluded that high school female athletes did not see their partici-
pation in sports as. being in conflict with what they thought girls should
do. She also emphasized that a more positive attitude toward female sport
involvement is developing for all girls in general. Duquin stated:
This research tends to support the notion that the growth
and increased status of girls' sport programs may help to
facilitate androgynous development in adolescent females.
Because sport participation is culturally viewed as a rirale
sex-typed activity and is associated with such masculine'
attributes as competitiveness, aggressiveness, risk-taking,
etc., .females who participate in sport come to adopt those
attributes (while not necessarily ieje-cting the feminine
attributes they perceive in themselves) thus increasing
their potential for an androgynous self-concept. (P. 375)
It should be emphasized that males and females experience the full
complement of human qualities in athletic competition. When male and
female athletes are rated on the same scales and compared to the same
norms, their behaviors are more alike than different (Harris, 1975). This
may suggest two things; either that sport behaviors are not sex-linked
or that those people who have certain behavioral dispositions find
athletic competition compatible to their needs.
Sport experience can enable us to revise and improve our constructs
of sexuality, since both masculine and feminine qualities are evident in
sport (e.9., independence/dependence and control/subordination in team
sports) (Oglesby, L978). fn addition, the behavioral demands in sport
have been generally the same for those who participate regardless of sex.
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Let us not forget that all human beings may not enjoy competitive sportsi
some men do not and some women do. Therefore, the term ttathletet'may
prove to have no gender identity and.may simply become a term to define
h'rman beings in a specific context (Harris , 1975') . Perhaps the day is
coming when a girl who enjoys athletics will not experience any of the
negative attitudes and prejudices that her older sisters have known.
In summary, the female athlete has been seen as an intruder in man,''s
sport wor1d. As a result, she'has been ostracized and termed "masculine"
for her athletic participation. She has also been alienated from social
acceptability due to societal attacks on her femininity.
As a result, the female'athlete has experienced a dissonance between
her sport self and her social self. She has learned to compromise and to
c.bmpensate for this dichotomy of existence by doing one or more of the
following: eliminating the sport self, eliminating the social self, or
ar.:r;uiring an apologetic attitude.
The women's movement has helped to begin to change societal atti-
tudes toward female athletes, especially in femininity perceptions.
Recent studies have indicated that less dissonance and more improved
self-concepts are being appreciated by the female athlete. However, this
rec:ent trend has been extremely sl-ow in evolving. Sport involvement has
also been associated with the concept of psychological androgyny. Re-
searchers have suggested sport training to be more associated with andro-
q)'ny training and less with femininity .and masculinity training.
Appropriate Fern-inine Sport Participation
FemaIe athletic participation had often been viewed as inconsistent
with femininity. The a-cceptance of women'in the sports world has always
had a direct relationship on how her participation would detract from or
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enhance her feminine image (Boslooper & Hays , L973). The expectations
for the roles of "woman" and "athlete" have traditionally-been dissonant
(Harris', 1,975i Hart, 1971). Therefore, if a vroman chose to participate,
what she chose to do athletically was.categorized as feminine br masculine
and, therefore, acceptabLe or unaccbptable (Mettieny, f965). This choice
may not only limit her participation to spare her fernininity, Urt uf"o
i
may tend to impair possible opportunity io find a mate.
Metheny (1965) clearly defined not only what sports were deemed
appropriate for college women, but also what kinds of athletic movements
were considered f.eminine and, therefore, acceptable. Her analysis, de-
rived from data obtained from college women, categorizbd sports and
athletic movements into three general distinctions: not appropriate (un-
acceptable), may be appropriate, and wholly appropriate.
The forms of competition that appeared to be categorically unaccept-
able were characterized by one or more of the following descriptors: (a)
the resistance of an opponent is overcome by bodily contact, (b) the
resistance of a heavy object is overcome by direct appliSation of bodily
force, (c) the body is projected into or through space over long distances
or for extended periods of time, and (d) co-operative face-to-face opposi-
tion occurs in situations in which some body contact may occur. The sport
activities included in this unacceptable category were wrestling, judo,
boxing, weight-Iifting, hammer throw, pole vault, longer foot races, high
hurdles, and alI team games with the exception of volIeyball.
The forms of competition that may be appropriate for women were cate-
gorized by one or more of the following descriptors: (a) the resistance
of an object of moderate weight is overcome by direct application of
bodily force, (b) the body is projected into or through space over mod-
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erate distances or for relatively short.periods of time, and (c)'the dis-
ptay of strength in controif:-r',g bodily movements. Metheny categorized
the following athletic events as may be appropriate for female participa-
tion: shot put, iavet-in throw, discud throw, shorter foot races, Iow
hurdles, long jump, gymnastics, and free exercise.
The wholly appropriate and generally acceptable category was
described as follows: (a) the resistance of a light object is overcome
with a light implement, (b) the body is projected into or through space
in aesthetically pleasing patterns, (c) the velocity and maneuverability
of the body is increased by the use of some manufactured device, and (d)
a spatial barrier with the opponent is used in face-to-face forms of com-
petition. Swimming, diving, skiing; figure skating, goJ-f , archery, bowl-
i.g, fencing, squash, badminton, tennis, and volleyball were all included
in this category by Metheny.
In summary, those sports that were acceptable for females involved
projecting the body in aesthetically pleasing patterns, using'force
through a light implement, or overcoming the resistance of a light object
with ski1l and manipulation. Those unacceptable sports involved body con-
tact, application of force to a heavy object, and projecting the body
through space over long distances. Acceptability was based on the way in
which a. woman uses her body through athietic movement and how that rela-
tionship affects her feminine image.
Metheny sirggested that what is acceptable may lie in the different
ways the male and female use their bodies in the sexual act. The male is
the controller, using a direct application of bodily forces. Conversely,
the female's role is seen as more passive and submissive. Those sports
involving less force with or.without use of an implement would be seen
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as more conforming to how society sees feminine action and movement and
would then be accePtable.
tletheny's theory was indicative of society's expectations of the
female athlete at the time of her study. Results of studies by Harres
(19G8) and Sherriff (1969) lent support to Metheny's findings. Harres
surveyed nearly 300 undergraduate students at the University of Cali-
fornia, Santa Barbara, to determine their attitudes toward the desir-
ability of athletic competition for girls and women. Using an attitude
inventory consisting of 38 statements which were divided into four cate-
gories (mental-emotional, soci.al-cultural, physical, and personality),
Harres had subjects rank six sports according to their desirability.
She found that participation by respondents in athletic competition
-tended to make their attitudes more favorable toward, the desirability of
athletic competition for girls and women. The subjects had favorable,
though not highly favorable, attitudes toward the desirability of ath-
Ietic competition for girls and women. The respondents also considered
female participation in individual sports to be more desirable than
participation in team sPorts.
Sherriff (1969) examined the status of urban and rural high school
female athletes as viewed by selected peers and parents. The investiga-
tion was conducted through the use of an attitude inventory and a back-
ground questionnaire. She found that generatly aII respondents were
undecided about female athletic competition, but that 95t thought females
should have the opportunity to compete. Parents and females had more
favorable attitudes, while all respondents thought athletic activity was
more appropriate to males'.physical make-up. The majority of respondents
thought that undesirable qualities were brought out by intensely competi-
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tive sports, while most of the female respondents indicated that they
associated intensive competition with masculine mannerisms. When asked
to rank preferred sports for female competition, respondents reported
swimming, gymnastics, and tennis as most desirable by all. One interesting
note was that softball was ranked as the least desirable sport by all ex-
cept the fathers. As a matter of fact, softball was one of the fathers'
choices for most desirable sports.
In both studies, respondents said they would associate with girls
who competed in athletics. Furthermore, they indicated that sports com-
petition was a desirable activity for women. Sherriff (1971) claimed
that particular fact to be important especially in. light of all the po-
tential criticism and uncertainties female athletic competition fosters.
A more.recent study by Hoferek (1980) revealed favorable attitudes
toward female participation in the sport of basketball. Hoferek surveyed
a sample of adults from Iowa, where women's basketball is very popular.
The results concluded that participation in sports neither detracted from
nor enhanced femininity. The data suggested that the traditional, rigid,
sejx-ro1e stereotypes were transcended an"d may reflect a model for human
behavior rather than the bipolar or aridrogynous models.
Sherriff,s (1969) negative findings about softball led Garman (1969)
to investigate attitudes toward softball players among female athletes,
spectators, and the general public. She also obtained rankings of aPPno-
pniateness for female competition. Resrilts indicated that all grouPs
had favorable attitudes toward femal-e competition with playors and
spectators having more favorable attitudes than the general public.
Individual sponts wene deemed mone appropriate for female competition
than wene-teani sponts. The Sa111ple identified the glntnast'4s the most
rlr
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feminine
i
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player as the least
I
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Lne.and the softball emln
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Snyder and Spreitzer (L973) found similar conclusions concerning
individual and team sport participation by female athletes. They asked
a sample in the Tol-edo, Ohio metropolitan area what sports would enhdnce
and what would detract from the athletets feminine image. The respondents
favored swimming, tennis, and gymnastics as sports that would enhance the
ferninine image; whereas, the sports.seen as the most destructive of the
feminine image were track, basketball, and softball.
The more acceptable social preference for individual sport partici-
pat-ion has been realized by athletes as well. Malumphy (197L) found that
irrdividual sport participants were more positive about the effect of
paI:ticipation on their feminine image than were team sport participants.
Individual sport participants indicated that their participation in sport
(tennis and golf) actually enhanced their femininity.
Foster (1971) asked female softball and basketball players questions
rel.ating to feminine self-image and how they thought others viewed their
femininity. Although most of the athletes (7OB) rated themselves as fem-
jn.i-ne, they believed that others viewed them as masculine.
Similar1y, Snyder, Kivlin, and Spreitzer (1975) conducted a study
assessing the differences in self-concept between female gymnasts and
basketbalt players. Their contention was that gymnasts, the more accept-
ahie athletesi would have less ionflict with the roles of being an athlete
arrd. of being a female than would the basketball players, the more unac-
c:alrtab1e athletes. They found no significant differences between the two
sport groups on measures of mental well-being and body image. They also
fr-'i.rnd slight to moderate positive relationships between female sport
participation and the two measures of.self-identity used. The particular
f.inding not only concurred wittr Maiumptry (1971) and i'ostdr (1971), but
?????
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added another dimension to the female athlete's self-perception of femi-
ninity.
Kennicke (1972) found that female athletes possessed I'unfeminine"
characteristics only during sport situations. Comparing high school
f'ernale synchronized swimmers and dancers to team sport participants, she
realized significant differences in the self-acceptance as athletes be-
Lween the swimmer and dancer groups and the team sport athletes thiough
comparisons of self-profiles. She attributed this difference to the
t:remise that those dancers and swimmers did not really see themselves 6s
athletes.
One generalization supported by the research has been an acceptance
oji the individual sport athlete, which concurs with Methenyrs theory: The
.Iess force used, the less strength seen, and the avoidance of body con-
tact will insure thd maintenance of the feminine image and encourage
acceptance of the female athlete. Team sports like softball in which
more "masculine" skills are used were seen by those tested as less femi-
r;ine than in gymnastics; a sport wherein the athlete's power and strength
'iil..cr disguised by her gracefulness. However, society fails to appreciate
the fact that both sports require a great deal of povJer, speed, and
strength. Why is just appearance used as the barometer of femininity in
Sirort or any other activity? Sherriff (1971) suggested that if "a11
ft'male athletes would remain softspoken, genteel, and demure on and off
i:he fieId, this gap between the various'sports would close"' (p. 34).
A pair of studies conducted.by Fisher et al. (1978) Iooked at per-
:r:ptions of women in sport as held by rural and urban high schoot atfr-
leEes and college athletes and nonathletes. Utilizing color slides thdt
deficted various sportswomen in action, it was found that males and non-
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athletes perceived the depicted female athletes as less ideal or accePt-
able than did females and athletes. It was also found that male and urban
athletes perceived the female sportswoman as significantly Iess ideal than
the females and rural athtetes. In both studies, sex differences in percep-
tions were apparent, although both sexes showed favorable perceptions. In
tbrms of tletheny's acceptability theory, those slides depicting more
st"rength and force either alone or through the use of a moderate or heavy
object were perceived as less acceptable, especially by the males. Those
slides were shot put, hurdles, high jump, long jump, and running. A sub-
'iective analysis of the reasons given for those ratings indicated that
bcth ma'1es and females used body types, facial expressions, and their im-
prcssions of those sports that best depicted the traditional male sports
wc,rld to make their decisions. Therefore, if a female was seen grimacing,
Cisheveled, and showing signs of physical strain, she was considered less
ideal to the subjects and, therefore, less acceptable.
Boslooper and Hayes (1973) illustrated an interesting paradox in per-
ctrptions of physical strain by females when they asserted:
. 
Woman's physical identity is locked in the bedroom, where
hair may become disheveled and feminine bodies may strain
to reach orgasm and stiI1 be called beautiful. But when a
female long-distance runirer cross"es the finish Iine with
tangled hair and a tense expression, men, and many women,
are repelled. (p. 45;
Noakes (1979) conducted a study utilizing slides of photographs taken
from Sports IlLustrated and Women Sports magazines. Male and female
-aclults viewed the slides depicting women in sports action and were asked
hcr+ well each slide represented their perception of the ideal woman. The
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results indicated that subjects who viewed the Women Sports slides had a
more positive image of the female athlete than did the subjects who viewed
the Sports,Illustrated slides. This difference was attributed to the
points of view of the magazines. Sports fllustrated displays a more mas-
culine point of view, especially in the acceptance of the female athlete;
whereas, Women Sports would naturally havb a more favorable point of view
toward the female athlete.
Increasing acceptance of the female athlete was suggested by Wittigrs
(1975) investigations. Intrigued by Hornerrs (1970) "fear of success"'
assertions, he utilized her testing instrument, but redesigned it to be
pertinent to athletics. Male and female subjects read a female-in-sport
cue as weII as a male-in-sport cue to produce stories that would describe
the athletes in either positive or negative overtones. The first study
described the female athlete as a member of the men's intercollegiate
tennis team. This situation produced negative descriptions from the male
respondents only. However, 6 months later, the study was altered and
both sport cues dbscribed only female athletes; one cud was of a memb-er
of the women's intercollegiate swim team and'the other was a female on
the men's tennis team. Favorable a.nd accepting descriptions appeared from
both male and female respondents this tlme for both cues. I;.comparison
to the first study, male respondents had shifted significantly in their
attitudes toward the female athlete. wittig stated:
At this point, I am not certain what to conclude. Last fall,
male subjects showed a generally derogdtory response to Karen 
'
which by the way, sometimes reached the level of bizarre
denial. Six months later, the males respond idelntically to
the females. Perhaps the "sensitization" I spoke of'has
extended to the males and the sterotypes I mentioned are
being erased at last. (pp. L85-l-86)
One very recent investigation proved contrary to the others and in
some agreement with Wittig's work. Kingsley, Brown, and Siebert (L977)
tested 120 female athletes and 120 female nonathletes from Arizona State
University to assess their attitudes about the social acceptability of
female softball players and dancers with high levels of aspiration. The
subjects responded to biographical sketches of four stimulus Persons: a
college woman described as a high-success aspiration softball player, a
Iow-success aspiration softball player, a high-success aspiration dancer,
and a low-success aspiration dancer. On a 7-point scale ranging from
"very much" to "not at aIIr" subjects resPonded to the following'four
questions about the stimulus persons:
1. How much wbuld'you like'to work with this person
on a project or in an activitY?
2. How much would you Iike to engage in social activi-
ties with this Person?
3. How much could you relate to this person?
4. How much do you feel this person is similar to you?
(p.730)
The results suggested that female athletes feel a strong sense of ident-
ity with other female athletes. The investigators pointed out that since
most of the tested female athletes were individual sPort participants,
they probably related to both the softball player and the dancer. How-
ever, the athletes rated the softball players as much or more socially
acceptable thari the dancer. t'loreover, the nonathletes did not rate the
dancer as significantly more socially acceptable than the softball player.
Therefore, there were no significant negative attitudes toward the team
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sport participant. These results were contrary to, Metheny!s (1965)
theory that team sports participation will result in less social accePt-
ability than participation in the "feminine" sports. These results could
also be indicative of the cultural changes or "sensitization" Wittig
(1975) discussed.
The women's movement has been providing and giving impetus to all
types of cultural changes fbr women. Social scientists believe that
society can alter its behaviors toward women to become less stereotyped
only if conscious efforts are made (Pearman, 1980; RuPnow, 1980). If re-
'cent studies are any indication of society's attitudes, the times seem to
be changing for the female athlete as weiL. Society seems to be appreci-
ating and accepting the female athfete more than befoie even though*the
old stereotypes linger (Rohrbaugh, 1979).. Even in the Olympic arena, the
female athlete is becoming more recognized through the inclusion of more
female sport events. It seems that women are beginning to enter the
sports arena today with more social acceptance and individual pride, and
rightly so. Por, as Hart (1971) stated:
The experiencing of one's body in sport must not be denied
to anyone in the name of an earlier century's imagg of
femininity--a binding, Iimiting, belittling image. This
is the age of the woman in space, and she demands her female
space and identity in sport. (p. 64)
In surunary, according to Metheny, the less force used, the less
strength seen, and the avoidance of body contact will insure the main-
tenance of the feminine image in athletics and encourage acceptance of
the female athlete. Therefore, those sports seen as "feminine" would
involve less force, etc. and would be appropriate for female participa:
tion. AIl team sports, except volleybalI, were termed unfeminine and
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unacceptable. Early research indicated female participation in- individual
sports as more fbminine and acceptable than team sports. Some individual
sport participants claimed that their participation even enhanced their
femininity. However, recent investigations have found more congruence
among all sport participants concerning feminine self-concepts and accept-
ance. These findings are contrary to Metheny's and could be indicative
of the changing times for women, especially the female athlete.
In the past, traditional concepts of femininity have done much to
"rlienate some females from sport participation. The femal" ,ant.a"'nu=
often been regarded as a-social stigrma.- Her femininity has .been threatened
-and associated with her j-nvolvement in sport, especially with the type of
spc.,rt activity she chooses to enjoy.
Since feminine'sex roles and expectations are becoming less rigid,
'yuomen are beginning to experience more activities that have been tradi-
tionally thought of as masculine. Through the development of psycholog-
ical androgyny, rigid sex roles have transcended to a more flexible con-
cept of human sex roles, especially in sport. It seems that sport, as a
vehicle for human experience, is becoming more accepting of the female
athlete, regardless of the sport activity in which she has cho'sen to
tr>ar:ticipate. However, the evolution of society's acceptance of the
t'onale athlete still remains to be seen.
Chapter 3
METHODS A(IO PNrcEDURES
This.chapter outlines the techniques and procedures used by the ex-
perimenter. Since the testing instrument was especially designed for this
investigation, a detailed description of the tootr and its bevelopment is
included. The experimental design, selection of subjects, and methods
used to collect, score, and treat data are aII described.
Testing Instrument
The testing instrument consisted of a series of 18 color slides each
depicting a female performing softball task demands. The movements photo-
graphed were designed to illustrate varying levels of exhibited force
within striking and nonstriking categories. The 35mm slides were paited
according to all striking and nonstriking possibilities. Subjects were
asked to view each pair. HaIf the subjects were to decide which slide
depicted the more feminine, and. half the subjects were to decide which
slide depicted the more acceptable sport movement.
For the purpose of this investigation, the slides represented either
I
I
striking or nonstriking categories with each having varying force level-s.
To control for any aesthetic or affiliative biases, the investigator chose
movements performed in one sport on1y, by the same female, and photographed
by the same photographer. The sport represented was softball, and a'former
Ithaca ColIege varsity softball player was used to insure appropriate skill
performance during the staged shooting session. She r/lrore a softball uni-
form to further.suggest the concept of sport participation.
The nine slides illustrating striking skills were represented by
aspects of batting, body contact resulting from tagging attempts, and vari-
ous sliding techniques. The nine slides picturing the nonstriking ski1Is.
': 
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included various aspects of throwing, catch5.ng, and running to base.. The
striking slides were then ranked on 
"'ntnn. to low force scale with Stide
1 depicting the highest level of force of a striking nature and Slide 9'
representing the lowest-fevel'. The nonstriking'-skitls were similarly
ranked (appendix A). ThO ranking of the skills was established by a panel
of faculty members (N = 10) from the School of Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation at Ithaca CoIlege.
The slides were then arranged in pairs so that each pair could be
projected simultaneously onto two screens for the test administration.
Every slide from the striking group was paired with every slide from the
nonstriking group, which resulted in 81 actual pairs and choices to be
made. In order to avoid an ordering effect, a rotating ordep of the
slides *as presented. This was done by randomly. choosing pairs of slides
and reversing their order so that'a11 striking slides did not always
appear on the right screen. A standardized ord.er of the 81 pairs was
then recorded to insure a standardized sequence for every experimental
group viewing (Appendix B). This design of the testing tool allowed each
pair of slides to be shown to the subjects for the purpose of assessing
tireir attitudes based upon a designated classification of "more feminine"
or "more acceptable.rl
, 
Experimental Design
The design yielded two distinct experimental groups, one group made
choices using "femininity" as the cue word, and the other group used
"acceptability" as the cue word. The frequencies of striking and non-
strik.ing softbal-1 behaviors served as the dependent variable. The inde-
pendent variables were sex and athletic status, with three leveLs of the
latter. The association of each of the independent variables with the
dependent variable was examined.
… … … ― ― ― ―
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se■ection of′Subjects       ヽ
The samp■e for this study 燿 = 120)was selected“from a populatiOn
of female and male undergraduate students at 工thaca Col■ege ■n lthaca′
New York dur■ng the 1978 spr■ng and summer semesters.  The ■nvestigator
randomly selected classes from the course catalog of the fo■lowing de―
partments and centers of the colloge:  (a)Allied Health Professions,
(b)COmmunications, (c)Health′ Physical Education′ and Recreation, (d)
Humanities and sciences, (e)Center for lndividual and lnterdisciplinary
Studies, and (f)MuSiCo  Respective professOrs were then contacted′and
arrangements were made for the investigator to visit those classes for
the so■icitation of vo■unteer subjects.
A questionnaire (Appendix C)was administered to members of each
c■ass to deteェ=:line and to categorize each potential subject as ettther an
athlete′ an activ■ty―or■ented indiv■dual′ or a nonathlete.  The athletes
(ATH)included those females and males who had participated on any ath―
letic team at lthaca College dur■ng he ■977-78 academ■ y ar.  ェndiv■dua■s
who were ■nvolved in sPorts or an athletic-like activ■ty at least three
times a week but were not on an athletic tean dur■ng the current academ■c   :‐`
year were te■■led activity―oriented (ACT).  The nonathletes (NON)were
those females and males who had never participated on an organ■zed ath―
letic team and′ at the time of the study′ wer ,ot ■nvolved in any ath―
letic activ■ty three or more times a week.  Further categor■zation was
then made by sex。
These combinations of categor■e resul d in the fol■ow■ng s■x
groups:  (a)female ATH′ (b)felriOle ACT′ (c)female NON′ (d)male ATH′ (e)
male ACT′ (f)male NONo  Each subject was then randomly assigned to fem―       ′
■n■n■ty/acCeptability standard groups ■nsur■g equa■ number of sex and
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athletic status in each group. One group received the standard descriptor
"acceptabilityr" and the other received the standard descriptor "femi-
ninity. "
Methods of Data Collection
Once the su-bjects were identified and categorized into groups; the
investigator contacted the subjects to es'tablish testing "times and loca-
tions. A total of 32 administrations were needed to accomodate al1 sub-
jects for testing. Each 3O-minute administration included'the following
procedures: (a) the reading and signing of informed consent forms
(Appendix D), (b) the reading of instructions (Appendix E), (c) the dis-
tribution of the answer sheets (Appendix,F), (d) the viewing of the slides
for the subjects' choices, and (e) the collection of the answer sheets.
The viewing of the paired slides was accomplished by simultaneously
projecting the 18 35mm slides onto two screens in the testing classroom
in the sequence seen in Appendix B. The instructions for all viewings
were standardized, and an answer sheet was provided to correspond with
the numbered sequence of slide pairings. The subjects in both standard
,groups were asked to look at each slide in each pairing and choose one
as directed by the specific instructions for their group (Appendix E).
One group was asked to'determine which slide appeared more acceptable
for female participation while the other group was asked to decide which
skill in each pair appeared more feminine. The subjects were given ap-
proximately 15 seconds to view each pair and record their choice. Due
to the testing method, Iarge numbers of subjects could be tbsted simul-
taneously during each 3O-mintite session.
A test of reliability *u= 
"onaucted approximately 1 week after the
initial testing session. Fifty percent of the subjects from each initial
test were randomly selected and recontdcted to determine retest times and
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locations. A11 retests were administered at the same time of day and
location as the initial testing session. The testing procedure for the
retest was identical to the initial test with the exception of the reading
and signing of the informed consent forms.
Scoring of Data
After the administration of the test, each subjectrs test was hand
scored. Raw scores were established by tallying the number of striking
choices made. These raw scores represented how many striking slides.were'
chosen by the subjects. The possible scores ranged from as high as 83-,
which meant al.l striking slides were chosen, to as low as zero, which
meant no striking slides were chosen. These raw scores were then used to
classify subjects into categories based on the number of times they chose
a. striking slide as more feminine or more acceptable (Table l-).
Treatment of Data
Test-retest reliability of the testing instrument was assessed by
Pearson product-moment correlation. Data were subjected to SPSS (Nie,
Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, & Bent, 1970) chi-square analyses to assess
the associatibn between frequencies of striking/nonstriking slide choices
and femininityr/acceptability standards, in relation to sex and activity-
orientation differences. All hypotheses were tested at the .05 level of
probability.
Summary
This study was designed to test some aspects of Metheny's (1965)
theory of the concepts of femininity and acceptability related to woments
participation in sport. College students' attitudes were assessed through
the use of a testing instrument especially designed for this study. Nine
slides depicting softball skiIls of.. a striking nature were paired with
'i 
'
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Table l-
Scoring Categories of Subjects
score Preferred Choice Category
61-81 Striking choices
4■-60 Striking Choices
21-40 Striking Choices
O-20 Striking ChoiceS
High Striking Choices
High-Medium Striking Choices
iow-t"tedium Striking Choices
Low Striking Choices
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nine slides depicting softbalt skills of a nonstriking nature. Subjects
then viewed the 81 actual slide pairings and decided which slide in each
pair appeared more feminine or more acceptabtd.
The 120 volunteer subjects were enrolled at Ithaca College in Ithaca,
New york during the 1978 spring and summer semesters. The subjects were
categorized by sex'and athletic status. A retest was administered to half
of the subjects to establish the reliability of the testing instrument.
Tests were hand scored, and the data were then prepared for chi-square
statistical analyses. A11 hypotheies'were tested at the .05 level of
probability.
′
|
ChaPter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA Y
The major objective of this study was to test some aspects of
Metheny's (1965) theory of the concepts of femininity and acceptability
of women's participation in sport. The subjects for this study were under-
graduate students enrolled at Ithaca College in Ithaca, New York during
the 1978 spring and summer semesters.
The results of the statistical analysis of the data'from this study
are presented in this chapter. Since the testing instrument was especially
developed for this investigation, results of its reliability are offered.
Results of the chi-square analyses of the following variables are also
presented: (a) femininity/acceptability standards, (b) sex, and (c)
athletic status
Test-retest Reliability
Test-retest reliability vras assessed by randomly selecting SOt of the
subjects initially tested and having them take a retest approximately 1
week after the initial test. AII tedting conditions were duplicated for
the retest; that is, time of day, Iocation, and testing group. This re-
sulted in 30 retests for the femininity standard group and 30 retests for
the acceptabitity standard group.
The raw scores were established as the number of striking slide
choices made by the subjects. Raw scores for the initial tests and re-
tests of the subjects were subjected to" Pearson product-moment correlation.
The correlation coefficients of .95 and .94 for the femininity and accept-
ability standard groups, respectively, were sufficient to indicate that
the test was reliable.
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Results of the Chi-square analyses
In order to assess differences between attitudes toward women's soft-
ball behavior for the independent variables of femininity/acceptability
standardsr seX, and athletic status, several chi-square analyses were cal-
culated. The results are reported'for each individual hypothesis that
was tested. 
.
Hypotheses Concerning the Relationship Between Attitudes Toward Womenrs
Softball Behavior and Femininity,/Acceptability Standards
NuII Hypothesis 1. Attitudes toward womenrs softball behavior are
independent of femininity/acceptability standards.
The stati'stica"I results are.presented in Table 2. A significant
difference occurred between the femininity/acceptability standards
.,
1'(3) = 8.75, p ..05. Therefore, the hypothesis $ras rejected.' As the
table indicates, a trend occurred in the femininity standard in that the
higher the striking choice category, the lower the observed freguency.
The acceptability standard appears more evenly distributed with th'e
highest observed frequencies occurring in the high-medium to low-medium
striking choices. Both standards show the lowest frequencies in the high
striking choices category. It appears that the low striking choices
Accounted for the most obvious differences in frequency distribution be-
tween the two standards. However, post hoc analyses could not reveal
exactly where the significant differences occurred.
Nutl- Hypothesis 2. MaIe attitudes toward vromen's softbalt behavior
are independent of femininity/acceptability standards.
The statistical results as shown in Table 3 indicate that no signifi-
cant differences occurred for-the males, X2(31 = 2.128, p > .05. The hypo-
thesis was accepted. As shown, a trend occurred in that both standards
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Table 2
Chi Square★ of Attitudes TowOrd W6men's sOftbal■
Behav■or by Fem■n■n■ty/Acceptability Standards
standard
Striking Choice
High Striking Choices
High―Medium Str■king Cho■ces
Low―Medium str■king cho■es
Low Str■king Cho■ces
Pemininity Acceptability
■9
19
■4
11
23
24
10
30
42
38
‐120
.05.
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Table 3
Chi Sguare of Males' Attiiudes Toward womenrs Softball
Behavior by Femininity,/Acceptability Standards
Standard
str■king Cho■ce
HiOh Striking Choices
High―Medium Str■king Cho■ces
Low―Medium str■king Cho■ces
Low Str■king Cho■ces
Femininity Acceptability
7
9
■3
31
60
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increased frequencies from high striking choicbs to low-medium striking
choices. The greatest apparent ft"qr.r,"y distribution difference was
between low-medium and low striking choices.
Nu1I Hypothesis 3. Female attitudes toward women's softball behavior
are independent of femininity/acceptability standards.
The statistical results that appear in Table 4 indicate that signif-
icant differences occurred, X2(3) = 9.7'7, p < .05. Therefore, the hypo-
thesis was rejected. The tredd seen is one of an inverted-U for both
standards. However, the peaks differ. In the acceptability standard the
high-medium striking choices category predominated, while the low-medium
striking choices category was predominant in the femininity standird.
Once again, further analyses could not reveal exactly where the signific-
ance occurred.
NuIl Hypothesis 4. Female athletesr attitud,es toward womenrs softball
behavior are j.ndependent of femininity/acceptability standards.
The statistical results presented in .TabIe 5 indicate that significant
differences occurred for female athletes within the femininity/acceptabiliLy
,
standards, X'(3) = L2.00, p <.01. Therefore, the hypothesis was rejected.
The apparent trend that occurred between the standards shows a similarity
in the decline of tallies found between the low-medium and low striking
choices,. Differences are found between the standards in low striking and
high-medium striking choices.
NuIl Hypothesis 5. Activity-oriented females' attitutes toward
women's softbalt behaviors are independent of femininity/acceptability
standards.
The statistical results presented in Tab1e 6 indicate that no signif-
icant differences occurred for the activity-oriented females between both
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Chi Squarё★ of
Table
Femalesr Attitudes Toward womenrs Softball Behavior
by Femininity,/Acceptability
Standard
Striking Choice
High Striking Choices
High-Medium Striking Choices
Low-Medium Striking Choices
Low Striking Choices
*P <.05.
Femininity Acceptability
3
2L
29
7
60
■4
1217
3030
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Tab1e 5
Chi Square* of Pemale Athletes' Attitudes Toward Women's
Softball Behavior by Pemininity/Acceptability Standards
Standard
Striking Choice
High Striking Choices
High-Medium Striking Choices
Low-Iuledium Striking Choices
Low Striking Choices
Femininity Acceptability
■0■0
1
5
9
4
20
*P <.01.
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Table 6
Activity-Oriented Fema'les' Attitudes Towards Womenrs
Behavior by Femininity/Acceptabilitf Stbndards
Chi Square of
Softball
Standざid
striking .choice
High Striking Choices
High-l,ledium Striking Choices
Low-Medium Striking Choices
Low Striking Choices
Femininity Acceptability
■0 10
0
10
9
1
20
i
I
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standards, X2(3) = 1.51, p > .05. The hypothesis was then accepted. Both
standards tended to have similar trends in that the frequency increased
from high to high-medium or low-medium striking choices, and, then de-
creased in low striking choices.
NuIl Hypothesis 6. FemaIe nonathletes' attitudes toward women's
softball behavior are independent of femininity/acceptability standards..
The statistical results presented in Table 7 indicate that no signif-
icant differences occurrea, x 2{3) = 2.29, p > .05. Therefore, the hypo-
thesis was accepted. Both standards followed similar trends in that
frequency increased from high striking to low-medium striking choices and,
then, a decrease occurred in low striking choices.
NuII_Hypothesis 7. ethletesl attitudes toward women's softball be-
havior are independent of femininity/acceptability standards.
The statistical results are Presented in Table 8. Significant
differences for the -athletes were found between the two standards ,
x2t:) = 11.74,, p <.01. Therefore, the hypothesis was rejected. Both
standards evidenced different trends in frequency distrjlcutions. In the.
femininity btandard low-riredium and 1ow striking choices categories pre-
dominated, whereas the high-medium striking choices catego-ry dominated
the acceptability standard. Post hoc analyses revealed that the high
striking choices category was responsible for the diffeience between the
standards.
NuIl Hypothesis 8. Activity-oriented individuals' attitudes toward
women' s softbal-I behavior are independent of femininity,/acceptability
standards.
The statistical results as seen in Tab1e 9 indicate no significant
differences occurred between the femininity/acceptability standards,
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Tab1e 7
Chi Square of Eemale Nonathletesr Attitudes Toward Womenrs
Softball Behavior .by Fdmininity/Acceptability Standards
Standard
Striking Choice
High Striking Choices
High-Medium Striking Choices
Low-Medium Strikiong Choices
Low Striking Choices
Femininity Acceptability
2
5
11
2
20
68
Chi Square* oT
Behavior
Table 8
Athletesr Attitudes.Toward Womenr s Softball
by Femininity/Acceptability Standards
Standards
Striking Choice
High Striking Choices
High-Medium Striking Choices
Low-Medium Striking Choices
Low Striking Choices
Femininity Acceptability
4
l_0
t4
1.2
40
★pく 。0■.
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Table 9
Chi Square of Activity-Oriented Individualsr Attitudes Toward Womenrs
Softball Behavior by Femininity/Acceptability Standards
Standard
Striking Choice
High Striking Choices
High-laedium Striking Choices
Low-Medium Striking,Choices
Low Striking Choices
Femininity Acceptability
2020
1
L4
16
11
40
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*2 t:) = 1.66, p >.05. Therefore,'the hypothesis was accepted. A similar
trend occurred within both standards in that most frequencies were some-
what evenly distributed among three striking choice categories.
NulI Hypothesis 9. Nonathletesr attitudes toward women's softball
behavior are independent of femininLEy/acceptability standards.
The statistical. results'presented in Table LO show no significant
differences for the nonathletes between both standards , X2 (3) =- 1.09,
p > .05. The hypothesis was then accepted. 
.Both-standards followed
similar trends with the general tendency to increase frequencies as the
striking choices moved from low to h,igh. However, a slight difference
was observed between the standards in the distribution of low-medium to
low striking choices. In the femininity standard, tallies increased irom
low-medium to low striking choices, whereas, in the acceptability standard
tallies decreased.
Hypotheses Concerning the Relationship Between Attitudes Toward Women's
Softball Behavior and Sex
Nu11 Hypothesis 10. Attitudes'toward women's softball behavior are
independent of sex.
The statistical resrilts are presented in Table 11. The differences
in attitudes between the sexes was found significant, X 2(3) = 27.65, p > .001.
Therefore, the hypothesis was rejected. The trends of frequency distribu-
tion among the sexes appear very different with the only similarity occur-
ring in the high striking choices category. The trend among the females
showed an inverted-U effect with its peak occurring in low-medium striking
choices, 
,and a decline in tallies in low striking choices. The males re-
vealed a slight gradual increase in the number of tallies up to the low-
medium striking chbices category and a substantial increase in tallies in
7■
Table L0
Chi Sguare of Nonathletes' Attitudes Toward women's Softball
Behavior by Femininity,/Acceptability Standards
Standard
Striking Choice
High Striking Choices
High-Medium Striking Choices
Low-Medium Striking Choices
Low Striking Choices
Femininity Acceptability
5
6
t4
L5
40
Tab■e ■1
Attitudes Toward Women's softbal■
Behav■or by sex
72
Chi Square* of
Standard
Striking Choice
High Striking choices
High―Medium Str■king cho■es
Low―Medium str■king cho■es
Low Str■king Cho■ces
Male Female
21
10
30
42
38
120
2913
31
★p く。00■.
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Iow striking choices. Post hoc analyses further investigated these dif-
ferences and revealed that three out of the four categories of striking
choices were responsible for the overall differences: high-medium
striking choices, *2{r) - 4.8, p <.05; low-medium striking choices,
x2tr) = 6.10, p <.05; and low striking choices, x2(t) = 15.16, p< .05.
NuI1 Hypothesis 11. Athletes's attitudes toward womenrs softball
behavior are independent of sex.
The statistical results appearing in Table 12 indicate that no signi-
ficant differences occurrea, x2{s) = 3.88r ! > .05. Therefore, the hypo-
thesis was accepted. Similar trends occurred for both sexes as was seen
in the analyses for Hypothesis 10. However, differences in frequency dis-
tribution were not evident.
NuII Huypothesis 12. Activity-oriented individua.Is' attitudes toward
vromen's softball behavior are independent of sex.
The statistical results are presented in Table 13. Significant dif-
ferences among the activity-oriented individuals occurred betri,een the
sexes, x2(:) = !2.08, p <.01, and led to a rejection of the hypothesis.
The trends in frequency distribution appear very different. The males'
tallies showed a steady increase from high striking choices to low striking
choices, where 508 of the frequencies occurred. The fem'ales' trend was
that of an inverted-U with the peak occurring in high-medium striking
choices category, where 5Ots of the frequencies occurred. Further analyses
revealed that^the differences between the sexes in the low striking choices
category accounted for the statistical significance, X2(t) = 7.36, p< .05.
.NuIl Hypothesis 13. Nonathletesr attitudes toward womenrs 3oftbaIl
behavior are independent of sex.
The statistical results presented in Tab1e 14 indicate that signifi-
「rHAcバ
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Table 12
Chi Square of Athletesl Attitudes Toward women's
Softball Behavior by Sex
striking Choices
High Striking choices
High―Medium Striking Choices
Low―Medium striking choices
Low Str■king Cho■ces
Male Female
4
10
14
12
40
75
Table ■3
Chi Square■ of Activity―Oriented lndividuals. Attitudes
Toward WomenOs Softba■l Behavior by Sex
Striking Choices
High Str■king Cho■ces
High―Medium Str■king Cho■ces
Low―Medium Str■king Cho■ces
Low Str■king Cho■ces
MaIe Female
1
11
■4
11
40
★p く.0■.、
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Tab■e 14
chi Squarё■ of Nonath■etes' Attitudes Toward
women's Softball Behavior by Sex
striking Choiとe
High Striking Choices
HighLMedium Striking Choices
Low―Medium Str■king Cho■ces
Lcw Str■king Cho■ces
Male
・20
Female
13
8
6
14
■5
40
'p く .00■.
20
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cant differences were found between male and female nonithletes, X 2 (3)
15.50, p < .001. Therefore, the hypothesis was rejected. The most appar-
ent differences in frequency distribution between the sexes were seen in
the low:medium striking choices category, where L5t of the males' tallies
and 55t of the females' tallies were reported, and in the low striking
choices category, where 65t of the males' tallies and 108 of the females'
tallies were found. Sex differences were explained by the low-medium
striking choices category, X2(f) = 4.56, P < .05, and the low striking
choices category, X2 (t) = 8.06, P < .05.
NulLHypothesis 14. Femininity attitudes toward women's softball
behavior are independent of sex.
The statistical results are reported in Tab1e 15. Significant dif-
ferences occurred in femininity attitudes between the sexes, X 2 (:) = 14.08,
p <.0L, and led to a rejection of the hypothesis. For males the-lowest
number of talties was recorded in the high striking choices iategory,
with tallies increasing in each striking choice category with the low
striking choices category accounting for 608 of the total tallies. The
females' trend appeared as an inverted-U with the peak-occurring in the
Iow-medium striking choices category, where 57t of ttre tallie's, were found.
Sex differences were exfllained by the lbw-medium striking choices category,
a
x 
2tr) 
= 5.26, p < rO5r,and the low striking ctioiieg category,.x2 (t) = 6.00,
p . .05.
Nul1 Hypothesis 15. Acceptability attitudes toward women's softball
behavior are independent of sex.
The statistical results presented in Table 16 indicate that signifi-
cant differences were found in acceptability attitudes between the sexes,
,Xt{:) = 16.36, p <.001. Therefore, the hypothesis was rejected. Once
again, the trends among the sexes appear very different. The males' dis-
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Table 15
Chi Square* of Femininity Attitudes Toward
Womenrs Softball Behavior by Sex
Striking Choice
High Striking Choices
High-Medium Striking Choices
Low-Medium Striking Choices
low Striking Choices
Male Female
2
11
23
24
60
'p <.0■.
30
18
79
Table 16
Chi Square* of AccePtability Attitudes Toward
womenrs Softball Behavior bY Sex
Striking Choice
High Striking Choices
High-Medium Striking Choices
Low-Medium Striking'Choices
Low Striking Choices
Male FemaIe
14
■2
8
19
19
L4
60
'pく 。00■。
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tribution of observed frequencies revealed a gradual increase from the
high striking choices category to the low-medium striking choices cdtegory
until reaching low striki'ng choices, where the greatest concdntration of
the tall-ies (43t) occurred. The femalesr trend revealed an inverted-U
effect with the peak in the high-medium striking choices category. Sex
differences were explained by the high-medium striking choices category,
X2(1) = 4.26r p < .05, and the Iow striking choices, y2(71 = 10.24' g <.05.
Huypothesis Concerning the Relationship Between Attitudes Toward
women's Softball Behavior and Athletic Status
Nul1 Hypothesis 16. Attitudes toward woments softball behavior are
independent of athletic status
the Statistica1 results are-p.tesented in Table 17. No significant
differences were found among the three athletic status groups, *2{l) = 6.48t
p >.05. Therefore, the data failed to provide sufficient evidence for the
rejection of the hypothesis. The trends in frequency distribution among
the three athletic status groups appeared very similar. A11 groups re-
vealed the least numbd:r of tallies in the high striking choices category,
and increased tallies until the low-medium striking choices category,
where a1I athletic Aroups evidenced the exact number of observed fre-
quencies. Ttie athletes and activity-oriented individuals experienced
similar trends in that a decrease in tallies was found in the Iow striking
choices category. However, the nonathletes reported their highest number
of observed frequencies in the low striking choices category. The most
apparent difference among all groups lvas seen in the high-medium choices
category.
Sumitary
Test-retest reliability was calculated for femininity/acceptability
8■
Table 17
Chi Square of Attitudes Toward Womenls
Softball Behavior by Ath■etic Status
Striking Choice Athlete Activity-Oriented Nonathlete
40           40             40    120
High Striking Choices
High-Medium Striking Choices 1
Low-Ivledium Striking Choices +
Low Striking Choices l-
????」??
1 5     10
6‐    30
14  J  42
15     38
14
■4
■1
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standard groups. The correlation coefficients of .95 and .94 for the
femininity and acceptability standard grou-ps, respectively, were sufficient
to indicate that the test was re1iab1e.
Chi-square analyses were used to assess the relationship of.attitudes
toward women's softball behavior to the independent variables of feminin-
ity/acceptability standards, sex, ,and athteti'c statui. Significant dif-
ferences were found fin riine of the 1-6 hypotheses tested.
Differences were found in attitudes toward women's softball behavior
within the femininity/acceptability standards. These differences occurred
only among the females within those groups'with the female athletes ac-
counting for the greatest statistical significance.
An investigation of differences within femininity/acceptability
standards among athletes, activity-oriented individuals, and nonathletes
revealed a significant difference only fbr the athletes.
With regard to the independent variable of sex and its relationship
to attitudes toward wonienr s softball behavior, significant differences
were revaled between the sexes. The greatest Statistical differences
betwedn the sexes occurred with the activity-oriented individuals and the
nonathletes. Further analyses revealed significant differences between
male and female attitudes toward women's softball beh;ivior in both femi-
ninityr/acceptability standards.
No significant relationship was realized between attitudes toward
womenrs softball behavior and the. three divisions of athletic status:
athletes, activity-oriented individuals, and nonathletes.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The emphasis"of this chapter is upon the discussion of the results
reported in Chapter 4. The discussion wiII be presented under the fol-
lowing headings: (a) reliability of the testing instrument, (b) hypo-
theses concerning the relationship between attitudes toward rhomen's
softball behavior and femininity/acceptability standards, (c) hypotheses
concerning the relationship between attitudes toward womenrs softball
behavior and sex, (d) hypothesis concerning the relationship between
attitudes toward women's softball behavior and athletic status, and (e)
summary. (
Reliability of the Testing Instrument
Because the testing instrument was especially designed for this in-
vestigation, establishing its reliability was especially important to
provide confidence in the data. Results of the test-retest correlations
for the femininity and acceptability standard groups indicated a highly
reliable tool for providing stich confidence, evidenced by correlation
coefficients of .95 and .94, respectively.
Hypotheses Concerning the Relationship Between Attitudes Toward
Women's SoftbalI Behavior and Femininity,/Acceptability Standards
The chi-square analyses of attitudes toward women's softball behavior
and femininity/acceptability standards indicated that significant differ-
ences existed when choosing a sport movement as either more feminine or
more acceptable. The major observed difference was found in the accept-
ability standard, where.most frequencies were found in the high-medium
striking choice category. This indicated that when subjects viewed and
compared a nonstriking softJcall skill to a striking softball skill, they
???
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were more liberal in.their choices of what is considered appropriate for
female athletic participation. In other words, Lf a softball skill
appeared unfeminine by one standard, it was not necessarily considered
unacceptable by another standard. Therefore, a female playing softball
may appear unfeminine, but will not necessarily be labeled a s-ocia1 anomaly
by her peers. .Shb may slide, hit, run with high speed and force, and tag
and be tagged without too much social disapproval.
This result was similar to the findings of Kings1ey, Brown, and
Siebert (1977). Their subjects were asked"to decide who was more socially
acceptable, the softball player or the dancer. Their results found no
significant differences between the two. In factr. the softball player
was rated more socially acceptabJ-e by half of the sample, the female
athletes.
These attitudes can probably be explained by the fact that, since,
Metheny's (1965) research, much has occurred to bring female sport enthus-
iasts "out of the closet." The impact of the women's movement as well
as the advent of Title IX has helped to redefine what is considered
appropriate athletic behavior for a female without her receiving negative
feedback from her peers.
However, results of the femininity standard did basically agree with
Metheny's (1965) concepts. When comparing a striking softball skill to a
nonstriking softbalt ski11, the nonstriking skilI was usually selected as
more feminine. Therefore, those striking skills involved in the sport of
softball were seen'as Iess feminine. Hence, a softball player, while com-
peting, does not fulfiII society's impressions of femininity. This result
was also supported by Garman (1969) whose subjects corirpared team sport
participants to individual sport participants. The softball player
appeared least feminine while the glrmnast was rated more feminine.
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However, Hoferek's (1980) research did not concur with thE: femininity
impressions of team sport participants that resulted in Garmanrs (1969)
study. Hofer€k's investigation of adults in Iowa indicated that female
participation in sport neither detracted from nor enhanced the feminine
image. It is likely that her results were due to the popularity of
women's basketbalt in Iowa and, hence, female sport particpation in a
"masculinett sport was not viewed as t'unfemeininet' in that social context.
Further chi-square analyses (i.e., sex and female athletic status
groups) of the hypotheses concerning the relationship between attitudes
toward women's softball behavior and femininity/acceptability standards
led to a better understanding of the differences. 
.While the males applying
both stdndards held very similar attitudes, the females did not. With
approximatety half of the male subjects in each.standard classified as
having low striking choices, the general male trend between groups did
not really differ. High, high-medium, and low-medium striking choices
categories reVealed equally few tallies for both standards. On the other
hand, more than half of the males in both standards chose those movements
of a nonstriking nature to be more feminine and more acceptable for female
participation. The males' choices agreed with t"letheny's (1965) concepts.
However, the females' decisions were responsible for the significant
differences between femininity/acceptabitity standards. More than half of
the females in the femininity standard were found to have low-medi,um
striking choices, whereas most of the males were classified as having
low striking choices. This suggested that the females were more liberal
in their reaction to striking sof.tball skills.
The acceptability standard accounted for the greatest differences
among the females. Here, the high-medium and low-medium striking choices
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categories predominated. This indicated that the females chose striking
skills more aiceptable than nonstriking skiIIs. This particular result
was in contrast with Metheny's (1965) concepts and supported research by
Duguin (1978) and Noakes- (1979), who both reported that a more positive
attitude toward female sport participation has recently developed among
females.
Because this investigation was d.esigned to explore attitudes among
various dimensions of sport participation, further investigation was
needed to assess how the females in all three athletic status groups fared
in their choices. This investigation revealed that, in general, it was
the female athletes (ATH) who yielded significant differences in what
skills they chose as more feminine and more acceptable. The female
activity-oriented individuals (ACT) and the female nonathletes (NON) did
not report significant chi-square differences indicating an even distri-
bution over bottr variables.
However, female choices should not be linked to those of the males,
because, unlike the males, very few of the females were classified as
having low striking choices. Instead, females were classified as having
high-medium and low-medium striking choices in both standards which sug-
gested a more liberal attitude in their choices.
The chi-square analysis of the female athletes (ATH) in the femininity
standard reveal-ed a majority of the frequencies in low-medium and low
striking choices categories with six and four, respectively. The possible
reason why the female ATH differed,from the female ACT and NON in this
standard may be.the dissonance that exists between the sport self and the
feminine and/or social self (Kane , Lgl2; Tyler (1973). Since cultural
expectations of the feminine im*age aie inconsidtent with sport involve-
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ment, females who choose to compete may experience role conflicts. 'itre
competitive self is active and potent (i.e.,'masculine), while the social
self is passive (i.e., feminine). Therefore, the dissonance that develops
not only affect's the female's self-concept, but also reinforces her per-
ceptions of femininity.
Because her athletic involvement is more intense, the female athl-ete
experiences this dichotomy of existence to a greater extent. The attitude
held by the female ATH in this study may also be confounded by tf," upofo-
getic theory described by Felshin (7974a) and DeI Rey (L977 ), which sug-
gested that female athletes tend to possess a conservative attitude toward
the feminine role in sport in order to maintain their femiriine image and
not diverge from the cultural norms concerning femininity.
The results of the female ATH in the femininity standard disagreed
with Balazs (1975), whose research indicated that athletes did not possess
"unfeminine" perceptions of sport involvement. The results among the fe-
male ATH in the present investigation also supported past research which
suggested sport roles to be inconsistent with perceptions of femininity,
especially the role of softball player (Brown, L965i Garman, 1969i Kennicke,
L972i Snyder & Spreitzer, l-973).
The results in the acceptability standard among the female ATH dif-
fered somewhat from Metheny's (1965) concepts in that 608 of the subjects
were tallied as having high-medium, striking choices. This indicated
that the femaLe ATH chose more sdriking softball skills as acceptable ath-
letic behavior for females. 1- '
.In other wordsi most fema16 ATH expressed approval for those unfem-
inine striking softball skills. Interestingly enough, no female ATH were
tallied as having low striking choices. Therefore, the female ATH
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vievred striking softball skiIls as appropriate for female participation.
This finding agreed with past research concerning female athletesr atti-
tudes regarding the social acceptability of team sport participation
(Bird & Mccullough, 1977i De1 Rey, L977i Duquin, L978i Garman, L969;
Harres,1968; Kingsley et aI., L977i Snyder, Kivlin, & Spreitzer, L975i
Tolor & To1or,1974). In other words, female athletes view team sport
participation as socially acceptable; therefore disagreeing with l,lethenyrs
(1965) concepts.
No significant differences were revealed between the femininity and
acceptability standards for female ACT and NON. Both of these athletic
status groups'indicated similar views in the femininity standard with most
tallies in the low-medium striking choices category. The next highest
number of tallies was found in the high-medium striking choices category.
This was quite different than the female ATH who reported only 608 of
their frequencies in this striking choice category.
When analyzing the acceptability stand,ard, the low-medium striking
choices category predominated for female NON, whereas the high-medium
striking choices category predominated for female ACT. Oddly enough, two
female NON actually chose striking softball skills as more acceptable
than ACT.
The femare ACT proved to be a unique group in that their resurts
were similar to the femal'e NON in the femininity standard and the female
ATH in the acceptability standard. Because the female ACT involvement in
sPort was not as intense as the female ATH, it may be that the female ACT
does not possess the implied dissonance between the sport self and the
feminine and/or social self that the female ATH experienced. The female
ACT conveyed a less restrictive vj.ew of femininity in sport, as evidenced
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by the predominance of the high-medium striking choices category. However,
the female ACT involvement lent itself to a more readily acceptable view
cif what was appropriate women's softball behavior.
When all ATH (male and female) in both standards compared striking
and nonstriking softball skills, their choices were similar to those of
the female ATH. Although the nonstriking skiIls were preferred over
striking skills in the femininity standard, the nonstriking skiIIs were
not necessarily preferred in the acceptability standard. The ATH results
revealed that a less feminine skill was not necessarily considered un-
acceptable. This result supported Harres' (1958) research in that parti-
cipation in sport made athletes' attitudes more favorable toward the
acceptance of the feniale athlete.
AII athletes in the femininity standard maintained a conservative
attitude with low-medium and low striking choices categories predominating.
The acceptability standard conveyed more liberal attitudes as evidenced by
eight tallies in the high-medium striking choices category and five in the
low-medium striking choices cat-egori:
Both ACT and NON ratings between both standards resulted in no sig-
nificant differences. Thus, one w6uld asdume that this result would sup-
port Metheny (1965) in that a nonstriking softball skiil is both feminine
and acceptable for female sport participation. However, further analyses
of the ACT and NON ratings revealed the following: (a) in the ACT femi-
ninity standard tallies in high-medium, low-medium, and. Iow striking
choices categories were six, eight, and six, respectively; (b) in the ACT
acceptability standard 95t of the tallies were categorized as high-medium,
low-medium, and low striking choices with eight, six, and five tallies,
respectively; (c)' in the NON femininity standard 75c of the tallies were
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categor■zed as low―medium and low str■king cho■es w■th s■x and n■ne′ re―
spectively′ and (d)in the NON acceptability standard.the low―med um and
low str■king cho■es categOr■es predom■nated w■th ight and s■x′ respec―
tively.
Through these findings′ it appears that the NON suppOrted Metheny.s
(1965)concepts to a greater degree than did the ACT′ who suggested a
slightly more liberal po■nt of v■ew.  The ACT were less conservative than
the ATH・and NON in the fem■n■n■ty standard as ev■enced by the results of
the high―medium str■king cho■es category.  Here′ the ACT tallied s■x′ th
ATH tal■ied tWo′ and the NON tallied three.  Therefore′ th  ACT w  less
restr■ctive ■n the■r cho■ces of what str■king softball skills appeared
more fem■n■ne.  When ana■yz■ng the acceptability standard′ the ACT agieed
w■th the ATHi espec■a■ly in the high―med um str■king cho■es category With
each reporting eight tallies.  H9w9Ver′ the■r overall chbices regarding
what behav■or was acceptable were sim■lar to the ATH′but were slightly
less frequent.  However, ■t may be ■mplied‐that their involvёhe t ih spOrt
made them more tolerant of the str■king softball skills than the NON s■nce
73t of the NON tallies were found in the low―medium and low str■king cho■es
categor■es.
The Current results suggest that the ACT groupls results are particu―
larly interesting.  Because the■r sport involvement was ■d ntified to be
less ■ntense than the ATH′■r cho■ces ■n the fem■n■n■ty standard repre―
sented a less conservative po■t of v■ew.  upon analyz■ng the acceptability
standard′ the ACT revealed results as the ATH and allow the conclus■on
that′ although striking softball skills appeared unfeminine′ they were
deemed accepteble fOr female participation.  This particular result was
qu■te differen、 fOr the NON.  The ACT group proved to be an entity unto
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itself and has been ignored in past research, which has traditionally
concerned itself with the-athlete and nonathlete. This inVestigation
then suggests that another sport didension actually exists with its own
set of attitudes and perceptions.
Hypotheses Concerning the Relationship Between Attitudes
Toward Women's Softball Behavior and Sex
This discuss■on ■s concerned w■th compar■ng male and female str■king
cho■ces categor■es w■th both standards combinedo  The results of fem■n■n■ty/
acceptabi■ity standards w■1l not be comparedF instead they w■■■ be combin d
■nto the appropr■ate str■king cho■es category.  The emphas■s′ then′w■11
be on whether or not rionstr■king softba■l skllls were preferred・over
str■king softball skills′ regardless of the standard group.
Males and females demonstrated gign.ficantly different responses when
comparing striking Softball skills to nonstriking softba■l skl■so  For
males most (31)tal■ies Occurred in the low striking choices category′ with
an additiona1 13 tallies ■n the low―med um str■kino ChO■es category. This
meant that 73t of the males preferred the nonstriking softba■■ skills as
more fem■n■ne and acceptable.  Twelve percent of the males preferred the
str■king softball skills.  Beyond a doubt′ these results agreed w■th
Metheny (■965).  Most males maintained a conservative point of view when
regarding the female's role in a sPort that demOnstrated typical■y mascu=
line skil■s′ as pFeviously indicated in related research (BrOwn′ 1965,
Fisher′ Genovese′  Morris′& Morris′ 1978′ Foster′ 1971F Kennicke′ 1972).
For females a majority of tallies occurred in low―med um and high=
medium str■king cho■es categor■es w■th 29 and 21′ respectively.  when
compar■ng nonstr■king softball skllls to str■ing softball skills′ more
females actually preferred the nonstr■king softball skills′ but a great
number of ・fomales were actually less restr■ctive and chOse more str■king｀
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softball skiIls. However, fewer females than males (three and sevenr r€-
spectively) preferred the striking softball skills. These results did
not wholeheartedly agree with I'letheny (1965) as evidenced by the male
ctioices,-but instead demonstrated a change in attitude among females for
their own participation in sport, as previous research has "indicated
(Duquin t 7978i Fisher et al., 1978i Tolor & Tolor, 1974).
These results led to an inve'btigation as to whether or 'not athletic
affiliatioh contributed to these differenc'es.. It was report-ed that male
and female ATH had similar choices when comparing striking softball skiIls
to nonstriking softball skiIIs. Although 75t of the femaled' tallies were
recorded in low-medium and high-medium striking choices categories (with
nine and six, respectively), this difference was not significant. HoweVer,
the males held more c6nservative attitudes toward womenr s softball be-
havior as evidenced by the fact that 658 of their tallies were found in
Iow-medium and Iow striking choices categories with eight and fiver r€-
spectively.
Interestingly, male ATH chose both more high and 1ow striking choices
than their female counterparts. It appeared that the mafe ATH held the
most diversified opinions as to what was considered an acceptable skiIl
for female participation, but with more favorable attitudes toward non-
striking softball skills. This finding not only supported Methehy's
(1965) concept that there is less acceptance of females performing striking
skills but also, agreed with the previous findings of Fisher et al., (1978).
When their male subjects viewed slides depicting female athletes performing
skills with more strength and force (i.e., striking skills), they reported
unfavorable responses and were less accepting of these particular skills
andr/or sPorts.
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Significant differences were evident between male and female ACT.
Ten of the 20 male ACT tallies were recorded in the low'striking choices
category. The lori-medium striking choices category realized the next high-
est number of tallies with five, followed by high-medium striking choices
with four tallies. OnIy one subject preferred more striking softl:a11 skills
as indicated in high. striking choices. The male ACT results disag,reed with
the male ATH and Wittig's (1975)'research, which indicated a chingi'ng male
point of view in the acceptance of female sport participation. Instead,
the male ACT supported Metheny's (l-965) theory.
Half (10) of the female ACT tallies fell into the high-medium striking
choices category with the low-medium striking choices.category revealing
nine tallies. Only one female's tallies fel1 into the low striking choices
category. I,lale and female ACT appeared to have very different points of
view. This result supported past research that suggested through more
athletic involvement, females exhibit a more liberal attitude toward the
female's role in athletics (Duquint l9'l8i Garman,l969i HalI, 1977i Harres,
1968; Tolor & Tolor, 1974).
Significant differences were also revealed between male and female
NON. Most of the males' (13) t'dIIies were categorized as low striking
choices, which again supported the traditional, conservative male point
of view, (Brown, 1965; Fisher et aI. , 1,978; Lewko & Greendorfer, 1978)
and was in accordance with Methenyr s (L965) assertion that less striking
and less force in an athletic activity lends itself to more femininity.
The female NON were significantly more liberal in their choices as
evidenced by 11 tallies being recorded in low-medium striking choices.
This result also supported past conclusions that femal-es are developing
a more positive attitude toward female sport involvement (Duquin; L978i
Kingsley et aI. , -1977; Tolor c To1or, t974').
Males and, females in the feminini_ty standard revealed significantly
different attitudes toward women's softball behavior. tlales' tallies were
'predominant in the low striking choices category, where females' tallies
were predominant in the low-medium striking choices category. This, again,
supported Metheny (1965) in that more force and striking detract from the
feminine image, which also supported other related research (Fisher et aI.,
7978i Kennicke , 1912; Lewko & Greendorfer, L978).
Females reported most frequencies in the low-medium striking choices
category with 17. The high striking choices category reveal-ed no subjects'
choices, which indicated that females did not choose striking softball
skills as more feminine. When deciding which appeared more feminine,
striking softball skilIs or nonstriking softball skiIls, the females ex-
hibited a more liberal attitude than the males. This result did not sup-
port Metheny's (1965) concepts or Snyder and Spreitzert s (1973) research,
both of which indicated that participation in softbalL detracted from the
feminine image.
Male and female attitudes toward womenrs softball behavior differed
significantly in the acceptability standard. Again, the male trend demon-
strated a more conservative point of view with 668 of the frequencieis
occurring in low and low-medium striking choices categories. Therefore,
the males were less acceptant of a female performing those softball skills
that appeared'more masculine. This finding agreed with Metheny (1965) and
disagreed somewhat with Steinman and Fox's (1966) researchr'which suggested
males to be more liberal and more acceptant of the female's role in life.
This particular result also differed with Harres' (1968) research which
suggested that as the male matures his attitudes grow more favorable
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toward female athletic competition.
pemales made most of their choices in low-mediurn and high-medium
striking choices with 12 and 14, resPectively. The majority of females
chose striking softball skills to be acceptable activities f6r fdmale
s'port particip;ition. Again this result-supported the previous research
regarding the changing female point of view that has evolved (Duquin,
L978i Kingsley et aI., L977i Tolor & Tolor, L974).
Hypotlesis Concerning the Relationship Between Attitudes
Toward Women's Softball Behavior and Athletic Status
Across all athletic status groups, no significant -differences were
revealed. In afl athletic groups, the low and Iow-medium striking choices
categories predominated. Analyzing the characteristics of each athletic
group, the following is concluded: (a) the ATH demonstrated the most di-
versified choices, (b) the ACT appeared to make more liberat choices, and
(c) the NON maintained a conservative point of view. Differences between
these groups existed, but were not statistically significant. Perhaps
this indicates that all people's attitudes are changing toward female
sport involvement in'regard to her femininity and social acceptance. This
was also suggested in Kingsley et aI.'s (L977) research,-which reported
NON perceptions of team and individual sport participants. In their in-
vestigation subjects did not rate dancers sifnificantly more acceptable
than softball players.
SummarY
Test-retest reliability was calculated
especially designed for this investigation-
high degree of confidence in the reliability
l.Ihen comparing striking to nonstriking
for the testing instrument
The correlations provided a
of the instrument.
softball skiIIs, the femininity
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standard differ*ed significantly from the acceptability standard. Theri:-
fore, those softball skills seen as unfeminine were considered acceptable
for female sport participation. This was in direct contrast with Metheny's
(l-965) theory, which designated unfeminine sport movements as also being
unacceptable forms of athletic behavior'for female participation.
However, all groups tested did not agree with that particular con-
clusion. It was evident from the results that females and ATH (especially
female ATH) accounted for most of the significant differences. Males'
and NON findings agreed with Metheny. No significant differnces occurred
among the ACT. Their responses were more liberal and more accePtant of
what appeared as feminine and acceptable softbalL behavior for female
participation. 
_ 
It was suggested that, because this sport group did parti-
cipate somewhat in physical activity, but not with the intensity of the
athletes, they were not affected by the strict cultural norms that still
exist. The females in this group apparently did not experience the dis-
sonance between the sport self and the feminine and,/or social self that
the female ATH may have experienced. They experienced positive attitudes
toward female sport participation.
When comparing the relationship between sex and attitudes toward
women's softball behavior, it was found that significant differences
existed between male and female choices of striking and nonstriking soft-
ball skiIls. Significant differences occurred among all athletic aroups
except the ATH. Differences between males and females also occurred with-
in each standard. It was suggested that the ATH, especially the female
ATH, Jnaintained traditional views on what appeared more feminine and
acceptable due to the implied dissonance mentioned previously, as weIl as
the apologetic attitude they may have experienced.
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I.Ihen comparing all three athletic status groups in relationship to
attitudes toward women's softball behavior, no significant differences
were found. Therefore, athletj-c involvement had no statistical bearing
on subjects' decisions. Looking at each'group separately, the ATH evi-
denced the most.diversified choices; the ACT realized the most liberal.
choices; and the NON held the most conservative viewpoint. These differ-
ences did not reach statistical significance, but did point to a possible
trend within each athletic grouP.
Chaptbr 6
SUI.4MARY,. CONSLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Sununary
This study examined Methenyr s (l-965) theory of what was considered
feminine and acceptable athletic behavior for females. Female and male
undergraduate students (N = 120) from Ithaca College viewed color slides
depicting I'letheny's concepts of striking and nonstriking sport movements
as they. related to her assumptions of femininity and acceptability. The
sub'jects were classified according to their degree of athletic involvement
ahd sex. Subjects were also randomly assigned to standards (femininity or
acceptability) to assess whether striking or'nonstriking softball skills
were congruent with subjectsr attitudes of feminine or acceptable athletic
behavior for women
When comi:aring a striking softball skill with a nonsttiking softball
skilI, the femininity standard differed significantly from the accept-
ability standard through all chi-square analyses. The females and ath-
letes (especially female athletes) in the two standards accounted for the
significant differences. There were no significant differences between
acceptability'and femininity choices among males, activity-oriented in-
dividuals, and nonathletes.
When comparing the relationship betrveen attitudes toward,women's
softball behavior and sex groups, chi-square analyses revealed significant
differences between male and femal"e choices of striking and nonstriking
softball skills. Differences occurred between males and females among
athletic groups tested except the athletes. Differehces also occurred
tween males and females within each standard g-roup.
When comparing the three athletic status groups in relationship to
attitudes toward women's softball behavior, statistical differences were
98. ;
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hot realized. Each athletic Aroup's choices evidenced distinctive charac-
teristics. The athletes evidenced the most diversified choices; the
activity-oriented individuals redlized the most liberal choices; and the
nonathletes held the most conservative choices.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are evident from the collected data in this
investigation:
1. Metheny's (1965) theory was noi upheld in tliis investigation, in
ttiat college students consider unfeminine sport movements (i.e., striking
sport skills) to be acceptable athletic behavior for females.
2. Females, and athletes possess the most liberal points of view
when choosing what is considered a more feminine or more acceptable ath-
letic behavior for a female
3. The activity-oriented individual represents another dimension of
sport involveiment whose attitudes are unique and represent a liberal point
of view toward the female athlete.
4. Females and males view fema'Ie athletic behavior differently.
Regarding what is considered feminine and acceptable, females exhibit the
more liberal attitude whereas males maintain the traditional, conservative
attitude.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are proposed based upon the data col-
lected and analyzed in this study:
1. Conduct the same study with different age and educational levels
to determine how and at what age attitudes are developed and,/or consolidated.
2. Conduct the same study', but re-examine the color slides to deter-
mine which particular softlcall skills are the more feminine and acceptable
choices.
Appendix A
SLIDE RANKINGS
striking
1. Sliding into baseperson (take out)
2. Diving into base
3. Tagging out sliding baserunner
4. Sliding into base (no tag)
5. Hitting vith fuII swing
6. Tagging the baserunner on a run-down (catcher tags)
7. Baseperson tagging baserunner on a run-down
8. Maintaining base-conta'ct to catch
9. Bunting
Nonstriking
l-0. Sprinting to base
1L. Throwing from outfield
L2. Throwing to base from infield
13. Pitching (fast pitch folfow through)
L4. Pitching (fast pitch wind-up)
15. Catching a f1y baII
16. Jogging to base
17. Fielding a ground ball
18. Preparing to take the field
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Appendix B
PAIRED TEST SEQUENCE
22.  6-■3
23.  ■0-3
24.  8-■5
25.  9-■6
26.  ■―■7
27.  5-12
28.  4-10
29。  5-■1
30.  6-12
31.  18-3
32.  ■4-8
33.  ■―■6
34.  15…9
35。  17-2
36.  13-7
37.  17-3,
38.  ■1-6
39。  7-■2
40.  4-18
41.  9-14
42.  1-15
OF L工DES
■6-2
10-5
8-13
■-14
■■-7
8-■2
16-3
10■6
15-2
■3-9
17-4
5-■8
7-10
1-13
■2-9
8-11
■4-2
6-18
4-16
5-17
3-■5
64.  8-10
65.  6-■7
66.  ■2-1
67.  13-2
68.  16-5
69.  ■5-4
70。  14-3
71。  1■-9
72。  ■8-7
73.  9-■0
74。  2-12
75。  ■■-1
76.  ■3-3
77.  ■4-4
78.  5-■5
79.  ■6-6
80.  8-■8
81.  17-7
1.  1-10
2. ■8-9
3.  16-7
4.  13-4
5.  5-14
6.  ■5-6
7.  3-12
8.  17-8
9.  11-2
10。  10-2
■■.  ■■-3
12.  8-16
13.  5-13
14.  6-14
15.  7-15
■6.  12-4
17。  1-18
18.  9-17
19.  7-14
20.  4-1■
21.  2-18
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
5■。
52.
53。
54。
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
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Name
Sex
Year of Graduation
Appendix C
PROSPECTIVE SUBJECT QUESTIONNAIRE
Campus Address
Telephone
Major
Please answer the following questions- to the best of your knowledge by
checking either YES or NO.
1. Have you ever participated on any organized athletic team either
in high school or college? YES
2. Have you ever participated on an intercollegiate team this academic
year (1977-78)? YES
If YES, which team?
3. Do you participate in any athletic activity.at least thiee times
a week? YES NO
If YES, explain.
4. Would you be willing to participate in a stud.y assessing attitudes
toward women in sport by viewing color slides and taking no more
than l hour of your t■me? _  ES
5. If YES, please check the times below that you would be available.
If none of the times are conmvenient, please indicate another time.
Tuesday 
_2zOO-2245 _3:00-3:45 _7:00-7:45 _8:00-8:45
wednesday      3:00-3:45       7:00-7:45       8800~8:45       9:00-9:45
Thursday       ■:00-1345       2:30-3:15       7300…7:45    8:00-8:45
Friday         2800~2345       3800-3:45       6:00-6:45       7:00-7:45
other
to2
NO
NO
NO
"' App.ndix D
INFORI,IED CONSENT FORM
This is a study concerning attitudes toward women participating in
sport. The compldtion of this thesis will meet the partial requirements
for'a Master of Science degree in Physical Education at Ithaca college.
It is" important that you read the points below and sign in the space
provided if you agree to participate in this study.
1. Your participation in this experiment is purely voluntary. If
at any time you need to withdraw, please notify the investigator.
2. The test will consist of viewing 81 pairs of color slides and
will take no longer than 30 minutes to administer.
3. There will be two test administrations. You wiII be needed for
two 3O-minute periods approximately L week apart.
4. Your responses will remain confidential and will only be used.
for the purpose of this study.
If you understand the criteria and agree to participate 
.in this
study, please sign in the space provided.
Thank you for your time ahd cooperation.
Sincerely,
Patricia M. Barnaba
Participantr s Signature Date
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Appendix E
TEST INSTRUCTIONS
"{4
Acceptability Standard Instructions
The purpose- of the .test you are about to take is to measure attitudes
toward women participating in sport. Eighteen color slides depicting
different skiLls demonstrated in women's softball wiIl be utilized to
reveal your attitudes.
' You will view 81 pairings of the 18 slides. After every pair you
will be asked to choose one slide that is acceptable to you concerning
your attitudes toward women participating in sport. You will then
indicate your choice by circling the letter of the screen on your answer
sheet. The lettef rrl,rr will indicate the left screen, and "R" will be the
screen on the right.
Before you hand in your answer sheet, please indicate the best time
for a retest period within approximately 1 week. If none of the listed
times agree with your schedule, please indicate other:vsise.
Thank you for givihg me s6me of your valuable time and assistance
in this project.
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Appendix E (Continued)
Femininity Standa.rd Instructions
The purpose of the test you are about to take is to measure attitudes
toward women participating in sport. Eighteen.color slides depicting dif-
ferbnt skiIIs demonstrated in women's softball will be utilized to reveal
your attitudes.
You'wiII view 81 pairings. of th. fg' slides. After every pair you will
be ask€d to choose one as more feminine on theibasis of the skill pictured.
You will then indicate your choice by circling the letter of the screen
on your answer sheet. The letter "L" wiII indicate the left screen; and
"R" will be the screen on the right
Before you hand in your sheet, please indicate the'best time for a
retest period within approximately 1 week. If n.one of the listed times
agree with your schedule, please indicate otherwise.
Thank you for giving me some of your valuable time and assistance in
this project.
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Appendix F
ANSWER SHEET
1.  L R
2.  L R
3.  L R
・4。 L R‐
5.  L R
6.  L R
7。  L R
8. L R
9.  L R
10.  L R
ll.  L  R
12.  L  R
13.  L  R
14。  L  R
15.  L  R
16。  L  R
17.  L  R
18。  L .R
19.  L  R
20.  L  R
21.  L  R
22.  L  R
23.  L  R
24.  L  R
25。  L R
26.  L  R
27.  L R
28.  L R
29.  L  R
30.  L R
31.  L  R
32.  L R
33.  L  R
34.  L R
35.  L R
36.  L R
37.  L  R
38。  L R
39.  L R
40。  L  R
41.  L R
42.  L R
43.  L R
44.  L  R
45.  L R
46.  L  R
47.  L  R
48.  L R
49。  L  R
50.  L R
5■.  L R
52.  L  R
53.  L R
54.  L R
55.  L R
56.  L R
57.  L  R
58.  L R
59.  L R
60.  L  R
6■.  L R
62.  L R
63.  L R
64.  L  R
65。  L  R
66。  L  R
67.  L R
68。  L  R
69.  L R
70.  L R
71。  L R
72.  L R
73.  L R
74。  L R
75。  L R
76.  L R
77.  L  R
78.  L R
79.  L R
80.  L  R
8■.  L  R
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